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Abstract: 

The world is moving towards more sustainable energy generation techniques and renewable 

energy sources, there has been a dire need for alternatives to come into play now and enormous 

studies have already been done for biofuels as an alternative. The main reason for this greener 

change is the alarming environmental crisis and global warming along with depleting resources 

for fossil fuels and the fast-growing population are all reasons and motivations to find an 

alternative source of energy to fulfill the needs of usage. 

Physical changes were made to the rig arrangement to run experiments. One of the main purposes 

is to increase the overall mas yield for the pilot plant. Two additional glass condensers were 

attached after the primary condenser and the solvent bottle having GVL was also attached to 

capture vapors passing through the condensers and not condensed. Overall mass yield was 

increased from 65% to 90% and bio-oil yield was also increased from 22% to 34% and stabilized 

for all experiments performed with additional condensers. 

Several catalysts were tested for catalytic upgrading ability, analyzing bio-oil samples for 

composition and carbon chain lengths. Titanium dioxide was used as catalyst support and 

ruthenium, platinum, and cobalt were used as active metals for catalysts. Gas analysis showed CO, 

CO2, CH4, and light hydrocarbons C2- C6 were present with CO and CO2 being the main 

contributors. Ketonization and aldol condensation reactions took place in the presence of catalysts. 

(FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) has shown good ketonization activity following (FCC + Ru/TiO2). 

Pure titanium dioxide has shown high hydrogenation ability as well. Sand and FCC were used as 

the fluidizing medium in the pyrolysis reactor. 

Elemental analysis to identify carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen present in bio-oil was also done and 

a comparison was documented with conventional diesel fuel. H/C and O/C ratios were also plotted 

on van Krevelen's diagram to visualize the conditions and differences of the sample from 

conventional fuel. HHV was also calculated for bio-oil and compared with diesel fuel, the 

difference is noted as there is a difference in elemental composition for samples analyzed.  
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1. Introduction: 

Renewable energy sources have become an important contributor today to supply energy as 

without renewable energy, it might be difficult to sustain the environment from a carbon footprint 

and to achieve UN sustainability targets. Although there are limitations to using specific energy 

sources but biomass on the other hand is a more reliable source to produce fuels primarily liquid 

and gaseous products along with solid products as well and it can be transported easily anywhere 

if not present locally. Also, with growing population and depleting fossil reserves also indicating 

us to find another solution to generate energy utilizing different sources. In Europe specifically, 

more focus is on hydrogen, ammonia, biomass, and plastics as alternatives to use for energy 

generation[4]. 

The main focus of the Paris agreement is to cut down emissions and to limit the global temperature 

rising by 1.5oC. Partner countries from the agreement agreed to work to have new projects in place 

and to reduce GHG (greenhouse gases) by having renewable energy sources as the main energy 

provider but the current dynamics and projects timeline has shifted because of the war that Russia 

started in Ukraine as Russia is a main supplier of natural gas to many European countries and now 

they are focused to switch towards renewable energy projects faster than initially planned to tackle 

down gas shortage and to run industries as usual but it’s hard to say whether it’s possible to switch 

towards renewables on a bigger scale in shorter time. The main contributor to carbon emissions in 

the environment comes from heat and electricity generation, agriculture, transportation, and 

manufacturing industries, and globally CO2 makes up 76% of total GHG emissions. By using 

renewable energy, emissions can be reduced from major contributors like heat and electricity, and 

transportation[5]. 

Norway is working towards achieving sustainability in the manufacturing sector and with strict 

policies by the government, more EVs (electric vehicles) have been sold in 2022 than in previous 

years showing a positive attitude towards adopting change in cutting down emissions from 

transportation and ensuring green transition[5]. 

The project is mainly focused on producing aviation fuels using biomass (beech wood) as raw 

material and has liquid, gaseous, and solid products which are typical products obtained from the 

pyrolysis process. The process configuration for the pilot plant used for the experimentation is a 
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pyrolysis reactor with vapors upgrading reactor holding catalysts for upgradation. Different 

catalysts have been tested before including ZSM-5, Y-zeolite, Pt/TiO2, and Ru/TiO2 and results 

have been generated to see the catalyst's effect on pyrolysis vapors. With the existing 

configuration, certain changes have been made to improve the condensation of the vapors by 

including additional condensers along with using solvent GVL (g-valerolactone) to capture vapors 

that have not been condensed in condensers.  

 

The main focus during this period given to increase the overall mass yield of the pilot plant along 

with increasing the runtime as there has been pressure build-up upstream of the gas filter faced 

during the autumn semester. Also, as several catalysts have been tested, Ru/TiO2 is mainly studied 

to check the activity of the catalyst and to analyze if it’s achievable to have the catalyst activity for 

more than 50 hours of runtime after having good results in terms of activity. FCC (fluid catalytic 

cracking) catalyst was also used in place of sand as a fluidizing medium to have an additional 

catalytic activity and experiments were also performed without catalysts in upgrading the reactor 

to have a comparative study about the activity of FCC with sand as fluidizing medium. 

Figure 1: Diesel and electric sales comparison [2]. 
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The samples obtained were analyzed for gas and liquid phase analysis for compounds having 

different carbon chain lengths and to analyze the O/C (oxygen to carbon) and H/C (hydrogen to 

carbon) ratios of bio-oil obtained as it is an important point to see the difference in oxygen content 

of oil obtained using upgrading catalyst. GC FID and GC-MS were used for the analysis part and 

to develop methods for analysis in GC FID. The aqueous phase obtained from the experiments 

was analyzed for water content from Karl Fischer's Titration. A rotary evaporator is also used to 

separate bio-oil from acetone which is collected by cleaning up the condensers. 

 

1.1. Scope: 

The scope of this thesis is a continuation of the previous semester's work, and the main focus of 

the thesis is:  

• To make physical changes primarily in the condensation section to achieve good condensation 

and capture more vapors increasing the overall mass yield of the pilot plant. 

• To check the catalytic activity of catalysts prepared using noble metals on titanium dioxide have 

a comparative study about their upgrading ability.  

• To check the lifetime stability of Ru/TiO2 for several runs by using the same catalyst without 

regenerating the catalyst and analyzing samples obtained.  

• The characterization of catalysts was outside the scope of this thesis, and it was done by another 

master's student working on a similar topic, although characterization techniques were studied, 

and training was provided. 

 

1.2. Thesis structure: 

The thesis structure is explained below: 

• Chapter 1 is an introduction to the thesis and the scope of the thesis. 

• Chapter 2 gives details about raw materials and an explanation of their different properties for 

them. 
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• Chapter 3 gives details about conversion techniques to convert biomass into fuel including 

pyrolysis and different types of pyrolysis and its product distribution.  

• Chapter 4 gives a literature review of hydropyrolysis, reactions occurring during the process, 

mechanistic model, reactors used, and bio-oil upgrading. Parameters affecting the process were 

also discussed in this chapter. 

• Chapter 5 gives theoretical information about the types of equipment used for analysis, 

chemicals used during experiments, a literature review about catalysts, and characterization 

techniques. Catalysts synthesis and steps to follow are also discussed in this chapter. 

• Chapter 6 gives details about the pilot plant and different sections of the pilot plant.  

• Chapter 7 gives details about the working of the pilot plant and procedures explained for 

running the experiments, cleaning the rig after experiments, and procedures for the analysis of 

samples. 

• Chapter 8 is about results obtained from analyzing samples for gases and liquids.  

• Chapter 9 is the conclusion from the results of the thesis. 

• Chapter 10 is about future work that can be done to achieve final products. 

 

2. Raw Materials: 

The typical raw materials used for the pyrolysis process and currently being studied are: 

• Plastics. 

• Biomass. 

 

2.1. Plastics: 

Plastics have been used enormously for the pyrolysis process because of their composition to 

produce bio-oil with low oxygen content primarily hydrocarbons and are available in large 

amounts which can be recycled to produce fuels. With the increasing population, plastic production 

also increased to cover the needs and the waste amount increasing particularly in oceans, using it 
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as raw material, and recycling it back will help bring down the waste plastics from the 

environment. The plan from the environmental organizations to push governments to recycle 

plastics as much as possible and below is a comparison of plastics flow to different sections 

between 2016 and 2030 (predictions based on current trends)[3].  

 

 

With the main focus on recycling, it is planned to utilize more than 50% of collected plastics to be 

recycled for different purposes[3]. 

 

2.2. Biomass: 

Biomass is also used as raw material to produce fuel, depending on the availability of it, and using 

non-edible biomass to produce biofuels is the main focus. Several sources can be used as raw 

materials including plants, waste from crops, and wood as well. The energy share from biomass in 

2012 was 49 EJ and it is around 560 EJ, which clearly shows the usage of biomass as an energy 

Figure 2: Global plastics flow cycle for 2030 [3]. 
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producer. With good governance and policies from the government to switch to renewable energy, 

it is estimated that by 2035 there will be 5% of agricultural land being focused to grow energy 

crops for liquid fuels and as fuel to generate energy[6] [1]. 

 

 

Biomass primarily consists of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, the compositions consist of 40-

60%, 20-40%, and 10-24% of respective cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Mostly cellulose and 

hemicellulose are the main contributors towards bio-oil compounds and lignin promotes furan 

compounds in bio-oil. Food processing residue is also a main source of biomass availability and 

the potential availability of biomass for energy generation is growing with dedicated land to grow 

energy crops[4].  

 

 

Figure 3: Biomass consumption for energy generation in different sectors [1]. 
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2.2.1. Beech Wood: 

Beech wood is commonly named Fagus Grandifolia; this wood is commonly used as raw material 

for the production of bio-oil. The suitability of beech wood for the pyrolysis process was studied 

by research groups through thermochemical routes. The most common is the pyrolysis process 

along with other processes explained below. Particle size is normally in the range of 50μm to 

500μm and it varies depending on the requirement for experimental setup. Biomass needs to be 

analyzed for moisture before it can be used, and the ultimate and proximate analysis showed that 

there is around 9% moisture and 15% fixed carbon[7].  

 

 

The ultimate analysis of biomass also gives information about the elemental composition in it. 

Table 1 below gives information about the elements present in biomass. It is clear from the analysis 

that carbon and oxygen are the main constituents of biomass with small amounts of hydrogen, 

nitrogen, and sulfur[7].    

  

Figure 4: Beech wood used for experiments. 
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Table 1: Ultimate analysis of beech wood on a dry basis [7]. 

Ultimate Analysis (weight % on dry basis)  

Carbon 49.1 

Hydrogen 5.7 

Nitrogen <0.3 

Sulfur 0.05 

Oxygen 44.5 

 

 

Table 2: Proximate analysis for beech wood on a weight basis [7]. 

Proximate Analysis  

Moisture (weight %) 8.7 

Volatile matter (weight % dry basis) 84.3 

Fixed carbon (weight % dry basis) 15.2 

Ash (550oC) (weight % dry basis) 0.80 

Ash (815oC) (weight % dry basis) 0.46 

 

 

Similarly, like the elemental analysis, biomass composition is based on cellulose, hemicellulose, 

and lignin, and the analysis of the fiber is given below[8]. 
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Table 3: Fiber analysis for beech wood based on a dry basis [8]. 

Fiber Analysis (weight % on dry basis)  

Hemicellulose 37.1 

Cellulose 41.7 

Lignin 18.9 

  

 

Cellulose and hemicellulose make up to 80% of the biomass, and lignin also contributes to 19% 

of biomass and contributes to product distribution also in the pyrolysis process.  

 

3. Conversion Techniques: 

Biomass is commonly used to produce bio-oil and there are several routes to convert biomass into 

different products using: 

• Thermochemical Conversion. 

• Biochemical Conversion. 

• Physical Conversion. 

A detail about the processes is given below: 

 

3.1. Thermochemical Conversion: 

Thermochemical conversion techniques for the conversion of biomass are the most extensively 

used and the most common processes are pyrolysis, liquefaction, and gasification. Combustion 
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and torrefaction are also used for getting gaseous products and conditioning biomass for use in 

different processes.  

 

3.1.1. Torrefaction: 

Torrefaction is used to improve the properties of biomass and dry it at a certain temperature range 

to enhance the ability of biomass to be used for different processes. Different torrefactions can be 

achieved at different temperature ranges, with light torrefaction can be achieved between 200-

235oC, mild torrefaction from 235-275oC, and severe torrefaction from 275-300oC. The typical 

product from the process includes CO, CO2, CH4, and H2 in gaseous products while in liquid 

products there is water along with carboxylic acid and small amounts of ketones, aldehydes, and 

alcohols. This process is also a useful technique to reduce the oxygen content of the biomass 

making it more suitable for using it in other processes like pyrolysis the solid left after the process 

can be used as a treated coal with less amount of GHG and less environmental impact[8] [4]. A 

schematic for torrefaction is given below:  

Figure 5: Torrefaction process using biomass as raw material [8]. 
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3.1.2. Liquefaction: 

Liquefaction is a process to convert biomass into crude bio-oil along with gaseous products. The 

process conditions are important for the product distribution, temperature in a range from 240-

380oC and pressure 5-30 MPa is a suitable range for liquefaction. Having around 40% moisture in 

biomass, hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) is a good technique to get products without drying 

biomass with extra energy giving it an advantage from the financial side. It converts undesired 

heteroatoms to CO2, H2O with oxygen, and with nitrogen, it converts to N2 and N2O, and inorganic 

acids with P elements[9] [10] [4]. Figure 6 explains the schematic for the liquefaction process.  

 

 

The gaseous and liquid products can also be converted to different commercial products using 

techniques mentioned in the flow diagram. The solvents like ethanol and subcritical water are used 

to breakdown the biomass and get products from it and these solvents are also recycled to be reused 

again in the process. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Liquefaction process with biomass and alternate routes for products fraction [8]. 
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3.1.3. Gasification: 

The production of syngas from biomass is done by the gasification process. It is also a 

thermochemical process that involves a reaction with biomass and either catalytic or non-catalytic 

depending on the process configuration. The temperature and pressure for catalytic gasification 

are 225-265oC and 2.9-5.6 MPa respectively. For non-catalytic conditions, the temperature is in 

the range of 800-1200oC. The biomass after drying goes to the pyrolysis process or partial 

combustion and then the gasification is done at a high temperature. The common gaseous 

composition obtained from the gasification process includes CO, H2, CO2, and CH4. As high 

temperature favors gas phase reactions, products can be obtained by gasification process which 

can be used to get commercially viable fuels and other products with Fischer Tropsch synthesis[11] 

[12].  

 

 

 

Hydrothermal gasification (HTG) can also be used like the HTL process to treat biomass for 

moisture content and then use it for the reactions to get products having high calorific value for 

syngas, high carbon conversion efficiency, and improved efficiency[13].  

 

Figure 7: Gasification process using Fischer Tropsch for syngas treatment [8]. 
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3.1.4. Pyrolysis: 

The pyrolysis process can be done in different ways depending on the residence time of biomass 

in the pyrolysis reactor as it defines the product distribution. Temperature, pressure, and residence 

time play a critical role in defining product distribution. In slow pyrolysis, the main product 

obtained is char and other products are bio-oil and gases. The heating rate is around 0.1-1.0oC/s 

and the residence time is longer than other pyrolysis processes (> 30s). The fast pyrolysis is being 

done at a very high heating rate around >1000oC/s and the residence time is very less (<2s) with 

temperature ranges between 300-700oC. The difference between hydropyrolysis and fast pyrolysis 

is the process conditions are the same for both of the processes but in hydropyrolysis, hydrogen or 

water is used as fluidizing medium. The product distribution for both fast and hydropyrolysis are 

bio-oil along with gases and char in relative proportion as secondary products[12] [14] [15] [16].  

The pyrolysis process should be done in the absence of oxygen as it leads to side reactions with 

the combustion of pyrolysis vapors being one and carbon yield can be lost there.  

 

Table 4: pyrolysis process classification with product distribution [8]. 

 

 

A schematic for the pyrolysis process is shown in figure 8 and explains the process.  

 

Process 
Temperature 

(oC) 

Heating 

rate 

(oC/min) 

Vapors 

residence 

time 

Bio-oil 

(wt%) 

Biochar 

(wt%) 

Gas 

(wt%) 

Slow 300-500 <50 >30 min 20-50 25-35 25-50 

Intermediate 400-600 200-300 10 min 35-50 25-40 20-30 

Fast/Flash 400-900 10-1000 <2s 60-75 10-25 10-30 
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3.2. Biochemical Conversion: 

Biochemical conversion of biomass involves the usage of microorganisms to convert biomass into 

useful products like biofuels and gases. This process can be achieved without specifying process 

conditions at ambient temperature and pressure. Microorganisms help in breaking down the 

complex biomass structure into simpler compounds. With anaerobic digestion, biogas primarily 

consist of methane and carbon dioxide produced and the process takes place in the absence of 

oxygen. Fermentation produces ethanol, hydrogen, and organic acids by breaking down complex 

carbohydrates into simpler sugar compounds and then into desired products. Enzymatic hydrolysis 

is also employed to break down cellulose and hemicellulose into sugars which can further be 

converted into products by fermentation and by other processes. Details about the biochemical 

processes can be studied in the reference paper[17] [18]. 

Figure 8: Biomass pyrolysis process with additional processes for fuel generation [8]. 
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A schematic of biochemical conversion is shown in figure 9 with fermentation and digestion 

explained and the products from the respective process.  

 

 

 

4. Hydropyrolysis: 

Hydropyrolysis has got extensive attention in recent years to be used for the production of biofuels 

from biomass using the pyrolysis process route. It is a thermochemical process that involves the 

simultaneous application of heat, pressure, and hydrogen to convert biomass and or other 

carbonaceous materials to get bio-oil, gases, and solid residue(char). As coal needs hydrogen to 

produce hydrocarbon as a medium, hydropyrolysis resembles the Bergius process. The difference 

in both processes is that in the Bergius process, coal is mixed with heavy oil to have a slurry 

whereas in hydropyrolysis vapors phase reactions take place[19] [20] [21].  

Figure 9: Conversion of biomass using biochemical conversion with alternate routes [17]. 
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Having hydrogen in the pyrolysis process has many advantages over the conventional pyrolysis 

process. It restricts the formation of polyaromatics, olefins, and other compounds which are 

formed during conventional processes. The presence of hydrogen enhances the hydrogenation of 

intermediate compounds which can give a more suitable composition of bio-oil produced. Hetero 

atoms (oxygen) can be removed by breaking the complex molecules in biomass and increasing 

carbon yield without losing it with oxygen. It also facilitates the energy transfer to biomass and 

improves the overall energy efficiency of the process and less char formation also leads to higher 

oil yield[19] [20]. 

 

 

Hydropyrolysis can be coupled with different setups to obtain desired oil fractions. A simple 

process scheme is shown in Figure 10. It can be seen clearly that an additional process is also 

required to upgrade the bio-oil obtained from the hydropyrolysis process[20].  

It is seen that hydrogen is passing through the bottom of the pyrolysis reactor in the hydropyrolysis 

process and nitrogen can be passed through during the conventional process. The upgrading can 

Figure 10: Hydropyrolysis process for biomass with HDO process for fuel production [20]. 
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be done either by having a secondary reactor including upgrading catalysts or having hydro 

deoxidation (HDO) to get desired oil fractions[20]. 

 

4.1. Reactions in Hydropyrolysis: 

The reactions in hydropyrolysis are somewhat similar to what occurs in conventional pyrolysis 

when biomass is decomposed upon heating giving pyrolysis vapors. In the presence of hydrogen, 

a set of additional reactions take place and with catalysts present ex-situ, the reactions are similar 

to hydrotreating and are explained below[22] [19]. 

Cracking: Reactions involving the breakage of bigger carbon chains in smaller chains resulting 

in the formation of smaller hydrocarbons[23]. 

 

C10H22 −→  C8H18 + C2H4 

 

Hydrocracking: Similar reactions like cracking but in the presence of hydrogen to give smaller 

hydrocarbons[23]. 

 

heavy hydrocarbon + nH2 −→  light hydrocarbons 

 

Decarbonylation: Removal of the carbonyl group (-C=O) from the compounds is a significant 

reaction for the removal of oxygen from bio-oil obtained during pyrolysis. Removal of the 

carbonyl group gives away CO and hydrocarbon with the addition of hydrogen atoms [20]. 

 

RCHO  −→  RH + CO 
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Decarboxylation: Removal of a carboxyl group (-COOH) resulting in the release of CO2 and 

formation of hydrocarbons from compounds vapors from hydropyrolysis from lignocellulosic 

components of biomass[20]. 

 

RCOOH  −→  RH + CO2 

 

Hydro-deoxidation: It is an important reaction to reduce oxygen from functional groups 

containing oxygen like hydroxyl (-OH), carboxyl (-COOH), and carbonyl group (-C=O) with 

hydrogen to reduce the compounds giving away hydrocarbons. The direct deoxidation (DDO) 

pathway is a reaction pathway in which oxygen is removed directly without any intermediates 

formed in a single step[24]. 

 

R − OH  −→  R − H + H2O 

 

Hydrogenation: It occurs simultaneously with the thermal decomposition of biomass in the 

presence of hydrogen to convert unsaturated biomass-derived compounds into more saturated 

compounds. Hydrogen is also supplied externally in hydropyrolysis for enhanced hydrogenation 

throughout the process[20]. 

 

RCH = CH2 + H2 −→  RCH2 − CH3 

 

Alkylation: It is the reaction between compounds particularly aromatics along with pyrolysis 

intermediate compounds like phenols, acids, and alcohols to produce alkylated hydrocarbons and 

can have bigger chain-length compounds by alkylation. It should be controlled as alkylation can 

produce bigger hydrocarbon which can hinder downstream processing of oil[25].   
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R − CO − R′ + RX −→  R − CO − R′R′′ + HX 

 

4.2. Mechanistic model for hydropyrolysis: 

The mechanistic model explains the conversion of biomass to different products following the 

reaction's mechanism. In conventional fast pyrolysis, biomass goes to primary char along with 

gases and liquid metaplast. The metaplast then goes to secondary char following up the cracking 

reaction. With catalysts in catalytic hydropyrolysis, the biomass can be converted to the same 

products as in the conventional process with additional reactions to convert the products to a more 

stable form as the products obtained from the conventional process can be questioned to stability. 

The changes were observed in the presence of catalysts and the addition of hydrogen[20] [19]. 

Dayton et. al. and Meesuk et. al. observed a considerable decrease in yield for char along with 

other product distribution when the medium changed from nitrogen to hydrogen. Along with that 

Dayton, et. al. stated that using hydrogen can increase the yield for liquid products and Meesuk et. 

al. mentioned that gas yield increases by using hydrogen as a medium. Both statements can be 

justified by taking into consideration that temperature difference plays a role in product 

distribution as Dayton et. al. has 400oC in the system and Meesuk et. al. has 600oC in the 

system[26] [27].   

Figures 11 and 12 explain the pathway for the decomposition of biomass into different products 

both for the conventional pyrolysis process and the hydropyrolysis process. It can be noted that 

with additional reactions in hydropyrolysis, desired products can be obtained with commercial 

value.  
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A schematic for fast pyrolysis, hydropyrolysis, and catalytic hydropyrolysis can be seen in figure 

13 with two raw materials studied, and the pathway is developed in a microreactor study. It can be 

Figure 11: Biomass decomposition in conventional pyrolysis process [20]. 

Figure 12: Biomass decomposition with pyrolysis under catalytic activity [20]. 
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noted that DE% (degree of extent of pyrolysis) and HLE% (hydrogen loss extent) are more in 

catalytic hydropyrolysis as compared to non-catalytic hydropyrolysis and fast pyrolysis routes. 

The reactions are almost similar in three paths with additional reactions in the catalytic 

pathway[28].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Comparison between pyrolysis processes with catalytic activities [28]. 
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4.3. IH2 Technology: 

IH2 technology, integrated hydropyrolysis and hydro conversion combined was developed by GTI 

organization and acquired by Shell. It can be used to convert biomass feedstock into gasoline/diesel 

products which can be a direct substitute for fossil fuels. This technology couples two processes 

and has several advantages, biomass treatment is the first step and the pressure conditions are 

around 20-35 bar. The flue gas separation from fuel produced occurs after the hydrotreater unit. 

Hydrogen produced can be used as a fuel by burning gases (C1-C3) as it can eliminate the use of 

external hydrogen supply. The oxygen content was also removed thermo-catalytically from the 

feed in the form of water and COx, the coking on the catalysts was reduced and the lifetime also 

increases for the catalysts by catalytic hydropyrolysis reactions. Liquid yield ranges from 25-30% 

with molar hydrogen to carbon ratio ranging from 1.4 for biomass and 1.7 for algae[29] [30]. The 

process diagram in Figure 14 shows the IH2 plant.  

 

Figure 14: IH2 process flow diagram [29]. 
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4.4. Other Technologies: 

Other technologies have similar processes with different working conditions are explained below: 

 

4.4.1. H2 bio-oil process: 

In this process, hydrogen is supplied in the first reactor separately for the hydropyrolysis process, 

and in the secondary reactor, an HDO catalyst is used to get the bio-oil[31].  

 

 

 

4.4.2. H2 bio-oil-C process: 

In this process, integration gasification combined cycle (IGCC) along with the H2 bio-oil process, 

hydrogen provided by syngas is produced in the coal gasifier while in the previous process, 

hydrogen is supplied separately with an external source. This process has several advantages, low 

capital and maintenance cost, and no requirement for sand as a heating medium. The gases and 

char produced can also be used in coal gasifiers and gas turbines [31].  

Figure 15: H2 bio-oil process [31]. 

Figure 16: H2 bio-oil-C process [31]. 
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4.4.3. H2 bio-oil-NG process: 

The difference between this process and the H2 bio-oil-C process is that a steam methane reformer 

(SMR) is used instead of a coal gasifier in this process and SMR gases are used for hydrogen and 

heat. It is a cost-effective process and heats to SMR can be provided by HDO and hydropyrolysis 

reactor[31].  

 

 

4.4.4. H2 bio-oil-B process: 

The gasification process is combined in this setup to provide hydrogen to the H2 bio-oil process, 

and the sequence to provide for hydropyrolysis and HDO reactor. In this process, water gas shift 

(WGS) reactions can reduce the external supply of hydrogen along with catalysts present[31].  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: H2 bio-oil-NG process [31]. 

Figure 18: H2 bio-oil-B process [31]. 
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4.5. Reactors Used in Hydropyrolysis: 

The progress made in hydropyrolysis and the positive impact of the process in comparison to the 

conventional pyrolysis process, different classifications have been under study with different 

heating gases like hydrogen and nitrogen and fluidizing medium also like sand, dolomite and or 

catalysts (primarily FCC) in the pyrolysis reactor. Dutta et. al. studied the classifications with 

different arrangements and places of upgrading catalysts. The most prominent arrangements are 

explained below as can be seen in Figure 19. These arrangements were also studied by other 

research groups along with different configurations[32] [33].  

 

 

In arrangement (a) a single reactor is used for pyrolysis and upgrading with catalysts in situ. In (b) 

the upgrading catalysts are ex-situ but in a fluidized bed system. For both arrangements, catalysts 

regeneration is quick but is prone to loss and attrition. Ex situ catalysts are focused in a fixed bed 

reactor arrangement and different catalysts are also being developed for vapors upgrading. 

Arrangement (c) is also in the same analogy as having ex-situ fixed bed reactor holding catalysts 

for upgrading. Hot gas filter upstream of ex-situ reactor to remove particulate materials passing 

through a cyclone separator. It will prevent particulates from going to catalysts and hindering 

catalytic activity and alkali-containing minerals also be removed[32] [33].  

Figure 19: Different arrangements for catalytic upgrading in pyrolysis process [32]. 
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Having hot filters, carbon loss is around 10% from biomass feedstock in the form of coke and non-

condensable light gases like CO, CO2, CH4, and C2H4. The 10% loss is documented based on 

resulted in literature. In the general process scheme, cyclone separators are used for removing char 

and particulates present in the stream without having hot gas filters, still, it can be used according 

to the arrangement and process requirements. The C-C coupling reactions are thermodynamically 

limited with narrow ranges for product distribution. Reduced coking, oxygen content, and catalyst 

flexibility are noted in ex-situ configuration[32] [33].  

Anker et. al. studied arrangements for hydropyrolysis with the possibility of having ex-situ reactors 

with catalysts and the effect on product distribution. Two arrangements with a single reactor 

having inert and catalytic medium and two with double reactors with inert and catalytic 

medium[34] [35].  

 

Figure 20: Upgrading schemes with inert and hydropyrolysis process [35]. 
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In a single-stage configuration, the continuous circulation of catalysts causes loss due to attrition. 

Phenolic hydrocarbons increase and deoxygenation of large phenolic compounds to phenols and 

then to aromatics. Lignin hydrogenolysis increases H2 pressure and form gases like CO, CO2, CH4, 

C2H4, and C2H6. It is interesting to note that the product distribution remained unchanged but 

aromatic hydrocarbons increased in the presence of catalysts for a single-stage reactor[35].  

The reactions in hydropyrolysis have several pathways and the coking of catalysts have been 

reduced as compared to conventional pyrolysis. In this regard, zeolites are prominent in industrial 

operations for increased carbon recovery. HZSM-5 notably increases hydrocarbons and decreases 

CO2, and it also helps in upgrading bio-oil with a reduction in coking for the catalysts.  

With two-stage reactors, the oxygen content of the bio-oil can be reduced, and it can be made 

viable for direct replacement of fossil fuels. Energy consumption is a big concern in hydrotreating 

units and direct conversion of pyrolysis vapors can be utilized for it. Before, a two-stage 

arrangement was tested for hydropyrolysis of coal, and reduced heteroatoms were noted in the 

final bio-oil so having catalysts in the hydrotreating unit will have an advantage in upgrading bio-

oil. As in IH2 technology, hydropyrolysis suppresses polymerization reactions, but the oxygen 

content is removed by HDO reactions in an ex-situ reactor and oxygen content is removed majorly 

in two-stage arrangements[36][26] [37].  

Biomass cracking can affect catalyst's activity and they are prone to coking so catalysts are always 

placed in a secondary reactor. Also, the regeneration of catalysts can be done easily in the second 

reactor and energy consumption is also reduced in it. Greenhouse gases (GHG) are also reduced 

with IH2 technology in comparison to fossil fuel production[35].  

 

4.6. Bio-oil Upgrading: 

The need for bio-oil upgrading is important to have it suitable for using it in place of fossil fuels 

and making it suitable in parameters like viscosity, oxygen content, carbon range, and water 

content as bio-oil from biomass has a large amount of oxygen in raw bio-oil which can’t be used 

directly. Table 5 gives a comparison between pyrolysis bio-oil and heavy petroleum oil[10]. 
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Table 5: Bio-oil and heavy petroleum oil properties comparison [10]. 

Properties Bio-oil Heavy petroleum oil 

pH 3.8-4.0 - 

Acid value (mgKOH/g) 1.8 - 

Density (g/cm3) 1150-1200 at 40oC 940 

Viscosity (cP) 650 at 40oC 180 at 40oC 

HHV (MJ/kg) 28.42 40 

C (wt.%) 66 85 

H (wt.%) 11 11 

O (wt.%) 12 1.0 

N (wt.%) 9 0.3 

S (wt.%) 1 - 

Water content (wt.%) 12-13 0.1 

Ash content (wt.%) 0.4-0.7 0.1 

 

As bio-oil is a complex mixture of aromatic compounds along with phenolic derivatives and 

oxygenated compounds and the distribution changes with raw material and process conditions and 

thermochemical processes. In comparison, water and oxygen content is high in petroleum oil, and 

HHV is also less for bio-oil. The pH is also in the corrosive range because of the presence of fatty 

acids in bio-oil, high viscosity with side reactions having polymerization as a part of it increases 

the viscosity of bio-oil and upgrading is necessary for it[38] [39]. 

There are several methods possible to upgrade bio-oil with pros and cons of every method and 

limitations. Hydrotreating removes heteroatoms from bio-oil along with sulfur, but catalysts 

deactivation and pressure requirements are important for the process. Also, having high-

temperature resistive equipment for commercial scale should be considered. Catalytic cracking 

and reforming processes also need high temperatures for reactions in the presence of catalysts. 
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Separating valuable chemicals from bio-oil can be done by extraction, an expensive process and 

still needed to find an economical alternative for it. Having hydrogen in the system affects coke 

formation but the product distribution also changes as compared to inert atmosphere[40] [39].  

 

 

With catalysts taking part in the reactions, desired product distribution can be obtained, and 

activation energy is also reduced. The catalysts are zeolites including ZSM-5, titanium dioxide-

based, and alumina-based catalysts has shown prominent results in the upgradation process. And 

the financial aspect of capital cost and having noble metals catalysts have a big impact on the 

implication of the process. Cost reduction in terms of energy reduction from pretreatment of 

biomass to remove moisture and size reduction also should be considered[39]. 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Product distribution as a function of residence time [40]. 
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Figure 22: Upgrading techniques for crude bio-oil [39]. 
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4.7. Parameters affecting Pyrolysis: 

The process conditions are important in pyrolysis as distributions can change a lot both in 

conventional and hydropyrolysis. The most important parameters are temperature, pressure, 

heating rate, residence time, and catalysts for the catalytic pyrolysis process.  

 

4.7.1. Pressure: 

Pressure is important in the pyrolysis process as the final product distribution changes a lot and 

certain reactions get started under the influence of pressure. In hydropyrolysis, having high 

hydrogen pressure generates more gases and lighter non-condensable hydrocarbons but the amount 

of oxygen decreases considerably. Bio-oil quality improved with the presence of hydrogen and 

additional chemical reactions occur in hydrogen so increasing hydrogen should be done with great 

monitoring and should be regulated for a certain limit to have a desirable product distribution. 

Hydrodeoxygenation is favored at high pressure for hydrogen and hydropyrolysis efficiency 

increases with pressure increased[41] [42]. 

 

4.7.2. Temperature: 

The effect of temperature is very important for carrying out pyrolysis and the influence is very 

high for product distribution. Several research groups documented the importance of temperature 

and increasing temperature for catalytic pyrolysis can reduce oxygen content to around 50% in 

certain raw materials. Increasing too much temperature can lead to cracking reactions and increase 

gases in the product distribution with less amount of bio-oil produced. Elliot et. al. studied the 

effect of increasing temperature on wood-derived bio-oil with Pd/C catalyst and found that the 

increase in temperature from 310oC to 360oC reduced the bio-oil yield from 75 to 56% and reduced 

the deoxygenation process from 65 to 52% with an increase in gases. The reactivity of individual 

species changes with temperature and it also changes the distribution for the final products. 
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Phenolics are completely converted to aromatics with increased process temperature but 

thermodynamic limitation in hydropyrolysis should also be taken under consideration. At low 

temperatures, the bio-oil produced contains primarily alkanes, alkenes, long-chain fatty acids, and 

esters. With high temperatures, alcohols, ketones, and aromatics are obtained. Gas yield also 

increased with it and coking on catalyst also increases[42] [43]. 

 

4.7.3. Particle Size: 

The reduction of particle size is important in the pyrolysis process to have a good degree of initial 

reactions that occur on biomass particles. Biomass in general is not a good conductor of heat and 

this can hinder the activity of breaking down biomass particles in pyrolizers to have a good extent 

of reactions. It should not be too to support gas phase reactions as having too small particles would 

lead to more gases in the products and less bio-oil[36] [26]. 

Shen et. al. studied bio-oil yield in comparison to biomass particles and results showed 12-14% 

more yield obtained with biomass particles around 0.3mm than particles with 1.5mm of biomass 

particles. Abnisa et. al. reported that particle size does not play any part in bio-oil distribution but 

in general analogy, it is noted that having fine particles can increase bio-oil yield with good heat 

transfer but too fine can increase gases also[44].   

 

4.7.4. Residence Time: 

Residence time is also an important factor as it classifies the type of pyrolysis process occurring 

and it is important to have good heat transfer during that time for biomass particles. The product 

distribution is different for different pyrolysis processes with residence time differences. Fast 

pyrolysis, having a residence time of <2s gives bio-oil as the main product and vapors should be 

removed quickly as secondary reactions would start decreasing bio-oil yield with an increased 

amount of char and gases. Repolymerization upon thermal cracking of pyrolysis vapors decreases 

bio-oil yield[21] [45]. 
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4.7.5. Other factors: 

Several other factors also affect product distribution and bio-oil production during the process. 

Factors including feeding rate, flow rates, and catalysts loading are important to note. Low feeding 

rates can have higher heat transfer in biomass particles and quick devolatilization, but it also 

increases gases in the products. Having a high feeding rate avoids cracking reactions and secondary 

reactions but heat transfer should also be considered[22]. 

Fluidizing gases like H2 and N2 are important for heat transfer and volatiles throughout the plant. 

Kim et. al. noted that sweeping gases in the system influence the heating rate, temperature, and 

secondary reactions of volatiles. It is also noted that for a fixed bed reactor nitrogen flow of 150-

200 mL/min gives a maximum yield of bio-oil with limitations to increasing more gas flow through 

the system[22]. 

 

5. Resources: 

The equipment for the analysis, pilot plant for experimentation, catalysts, and chemicals used 

along with catalysts are listed below: 

 

5.1. Gas Chromatography: 

Gas chromatography (GC) is used to analyze bio-oil samples and gases produced during 

experiments. Both gas and liquid samples were analyzed on separate equipment, gases were 

analyzed online during experiments whereas liquid samples were analyzed offline. Inert gas is 

used as a carrier for transporting samples to the column where samples get volatilized and chemical 

compounds in the samples with different classes are carried to the detector with carrier gas like 

N2. Specific compounds are detected with their specific volatility and mass while interacting with 

the walls of the column. The column is of stainless steel and silicate glass having alkaline nature.  
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For gas samples, GC FID/TCD was for the detection of light hydrocarbons along with CO, CO2, 

H2, and N2. A thermal conductivity detector (TCD) is a concentration-sensitive detector that works 

based on the difference in thermal conductivity of the carrier gas and the sample. The sample range 

is 10-6 to 10-8 gm per peak and the linear range is 10-4. The sensing material can be a heated metal 

wire or a thermistor as well and the heat loss from the sensor while the carrier gas is flowing with 

the sample and when it enters the chamber the thermal conductivity changes with temperature 

difference generating a signal proportional to the concentration of the vapors in sensor cavity.  

 

 

 

For liquid samples, GC FID is used. A flame ionization detector (FID) works by detecting an 

increase in electrical conductivity when the sample is broken down into ions with the help of 

hydrogen burning. There is a proportional relationship between ions generated and concentration 

and electrical signal. The main focus is on detecting hydrocarbons in the range C2-C6, nicotine, 

and related alkaloids. As all organic compounds give response, having specific compounds 

detected is not easy and water and non-condensable gases like CO and CO2 are not detectable. 

GC-MS is used to analyze liquid samples to identify compound spectra with specific retention 

times. Samples injected into the analyzer elude and gives spectra of respective compounds at 

specific times with ion chromatograms. It helps identify compounds present in bio-oil samples as 

Figure 23: GC TCD/FID for samples analysis. 
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bio-oil samples have more than a hundred compounds and having retention times of specific 

compounds would be easy for future use of the library in GC FID for analysis. 

 

5.2. Karl Fischer Titration: 

Karl Fischer titration is used to identify the percentage of water in liquid samples like bio-oil and 

other organic compounds. The purpose is to identify the percentage of water produced during the 

pyrolysis process as it can undermine the quality of the main product and should be separated. The 

titration principle is based on the oxidation of sulfur dioxide by iodine with water consumed in a 

buffer solution. The reaction between water, sulfur dioxide, and iodine is: 

𝐼2 + 2𝐻2𝑂 −→  2𝐻𝐼 + 𝐻2𝑆𝑂4 

Water and iodine both react in equal amounts and the titration finishes when a titrating agent gets 

equal to the volume then it reacts with water in the sample. The reaction is pH sensitive, so buffer 

solutions should be used for acidic or basic samples for analysis[46].  

 

Figure 24: KF titrator for aqueous phase samples. 
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KF titration has two primary methods naming volumetric and coulometric and a new hybrid KF 

method has also been in use. Both methods are combined for the new method and a measured 

amount of iodine is added with water.  

 

5.3. Rotary Evaporator: 

A rotary evaporator is used for removing solvents form liquid samples obtained after cleaning the 

condensers giving off bio-oil after evaporation. It is a good equipment to separate chemicals with 

different boiling points and reused them for the same purpose. Acetone is used for cleaning up the 

condensers after experimentation so it can be reused after separating with the help of a rotary 

evaporator.  

 

 

It has a vacuum source to have a vacuum inside the distillation column to boil out the solvent 

quicker. A mechanical pump attached to the distillation column creates a vacuum and condensation 

Figure 25: Rotary evaporator setup for bio-oil separation. 
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of vapors is done with the help of cooling water supplied to the column inside the spirals of the 

column. The round bottom flask attached to the right side of the column is for samples with acetone 

and residual bio-oil. A collection flask is attached at the bottom of the column to collect acetone 

which is separated and condensed back. The water bath is also used to heat up and vaporize the 

sample and it can also be rotated at a set speed, also the temperature of the water bath is adjusted 

according to the solvent to separate from the sample.  

 

5.4. Chemicals: 

There are several chemicals used as solvents during experiments and for cleaning the rig after 

experiments. Primarily acetone is used for cleaning the rig and to wash out bio-oil samples, ethanol 

is used for KF titration to dilute the bio-oil samples and GVL is used as a solvent to trap compounds 

leaving condensers without condensing and going out. GVL bottle is attached after the condensers 

just before the gas line which is going towards GC FID/TID for gas sampling.  

 

5.5. Catalysts: 

Catalysts used in the upgrading process for hydropyrolysis play an important role in the quality of 

upgraded bio-oil. Catalysts used have different abilities with associated reactions mechanism. 

Several catalysts have been studied primarily zeolites including Y-zeolite, HZSM-5, and titanium 

dioxide and alumina-based catalysts with reduced transition metals for activity. C-C coupling 

catalysts and hydrodeoxygenation catalysts are of more importance, to remove oxygen from 

compounds and give off hydrocarbons.  
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5.5.1. Metal oxides: 

Several metal oxides can be used as catalysts directly providing certain advantages to the process 

or can be used as a support for active metals to hold for reactions. Alumina, titanium dioxide, and 

silica are the most commonly used catalyst supports.  

Alumina (Al2O3) is used enormously as catalyst support in the pyrolysis process, and it has a strong 

ability to dehydrate with a higher surface area and strong acid sites for it. It has mechanical and 

thermal stability providing a large number of active sites for the metals and reactants. However, it 

is prone to coking because of the carbonaceous intermediates forms by pyrolysis vapors getting in 

contact with the vapors. Pt/Al2O3 is one example of having alumina as a support for the catalyst as 

platinum is a very good oxidizing agent and has shown great results within pyrolysis process 

reactions for upgrading bio-oil[47] [48]. 

 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is being used as catalyst support very commonly as it has many 

advantages over other oxides. It has excellent thermal stability and can be used for high-

temperature processes giving resistance to them. It has high acidic and basic properties that makes 

it suitable for both type of reactions and the chemical inertness of TiO2 makes it more suitable to 

be used as it avoids side reactions to form intermediates. Pure titanium dioxide can easily be 

Figure 26: Fresh (left) and spent (right) catalyst prepared inhouse. 
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covered up with coke, reducing it before impregnating metals gives advantages with increased 

stability, catalyst-support interaction, and increased surface area for good metals contact with the 

support and also effective with deoxygenation and cracking reactions. It also has active sites for 

reactions and is used as a catalyst itself with strong hydrogenation ability[49] [50].  

 

5.5.2. Transition metals: 

Transition metals are widely used for catalyst preparation with their ability to take part in reactions 

directly without going to side reactions. They have good hydrogenation ability along with 

isomerization and deoxygenation giving oxygen-free compounds in bio-oil. Examples are 

ruthenium (Ru), platinum (Pt), nickel (Ni), and cobalt (Co). For this project, Ru is used along with 

Pt and Co-based catalysts on titanium dioxide support. These metals help in promoting specific 

desired reactions to enhance bio-oil quality and stability[51].  

Ruthenium (Ru) has shown great activity when supported on titanium dioxide. It has great 

efficiency for hydrogenation reactions meanwhile increasing the deoxygenation of compounds and 

stabilizing bio-oil produced. It also favors redox reactions which convert oxygenated compounds 

into hydrocarbons[52]. 

Platinum (Pt) has shown greater catalytic activity than other metals as it has a higher deoxidation 

range with hydrogenation. It gives high synergy to convert intermediate oxygenates to 

hydrocarbons. Cobalt also gives C-C coupling reactions and gives longer chain hydrocarbons thus 

removing oxygenated compounds. All transition metals mentioned above contribute towards C-C 

coupling reactions during the pyrolysis process[53]. 

 

5.5.3. Fluid catalytic cracking catalyst: 

Fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) catalysts are primarily composed of zeolites and promote the 

cracking of higher hydrocarbons into smaller chains with more suitable compounds in the fuel 

range. Primarily it does cracking but other functions including isomerization and hydrogen transfer 
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reactions are also noted with FCC. With hydropyrolysis, FCC contributes to the decomposition of 

biomass particles into oxygenated vapors[54].  

 

5.6. Catalyst characterization: 

Several techniques can be used to characterize catalysts prepared for parameters including surface 

area, pore size, particle size, and structural image for the catalysts. Brief information about the 

working principle is explained below: 

 

5.6.1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM): 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses an electron beam having high energy to generate signals 

when falls on samples that are placed in the equipment. Sample parameters including chemical 

composition, texture, and crystalline structure can be identified. The catalyst samples in this case 

are analyzed using SEM to get the structure of the catalysts used[55].  

The electron gun throws a beam of electron towards the sample placed and after contacting the 

sample, the energy difference is noted by signals generated from it. The signals can be sent to the 

data software to record the values and generate a structural image of the sample[55].  

Figure 28: SEM components [55]. Figure 27: TEM components [56]. 
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5.6.2. Transmission electron microscope (TEM): 

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) also uses an electron beam like SEM to identify physical 

parameters of the sample placed like structure, chemical composition, and other properties by 

generating a high-intensity beam with generating image up to 2 million times magnified[56].  

Electrons fall on the sample forming an image with a high voltage electron beam as it forms in 

SEM, the difference is energy difference forms an image in SEM but in TEM electrons after getting 

in contact with the sample fall on the fluorescent screen transmitted through it and form the image. 

Figure 27 shows TEM equipment with different parts[56].  

 

5.6.3. Brunauer Emmet Teller (BET) method: 

BET method is used to find the specific surface area of catalysts and it can be used to specify other 

physical parameters as well. It can also be used to find the pore size, pore volume, pore size 

distribution, and pore geometry for the samples as well. BET works on a method, gas molecules 

adsorb on the solid surface forming the basis for the method to find a specific surface area. The 

multilayer adsorption systems are relevant to work with BET and the gases used during the process 

give accurate results being inert and without reacting with the system. N2 is commonly used for 

the BET process and is also done at the boiling point of N2[57]. 

The BET equation given by Brunauer, Emmet, and Teller in 1938 is: 

 

1

𝑋((
𝑃𝑜

𝑃 ) − 1)
 =  

1

𝑋𝑚𝐶
+ 

𝐶 − 1

𝑋𝑚𝐶
(

𝑃

𝑃𝑜
)  

 

The equation assumes that a monolayer is formed on the solid surface by the adsorbed gas 

molecules. The heat of adsorption is related to C and the fraction  
𝑃

𝑃𝑜
  is the relative pressure for 

the adsorbed molecules[57].  
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5.6.4. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) method: 

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) is used to get information about the crystalline structure, chemical 

composition, and physical properties of the material.  The constructive interference of 

monochromatic X-rays forms the basis of XRD, and the sample is treated with a focused beam of 

X-rays. It follows Bragg’s law, the diffraction of x-rays when they fall on a sample, and notes 

diffracted x-rays at a certain angle[58]. Bragg’s law follows the equation: 

 

𝑛λ =  2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛θ   

 

where 𝑛 is an integer, is the order of the reflection. λ is the wavelength of the incident x-rays, 𝑑 

is the distance between the planer crystal and θ is the angle of incidence.[58]  

 

 

 

Figure 29: XRD principle for sample analysis [58]. 
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5.6.5. Chemisorption: 

Chemisorption is used to provide information about metal loading on the catalysts, metal surface 

area, metal dispersion, and metal crystallite size can be identified with chemisorption. A reactive 

gas (hydrogen or carbon monoxide) is used to reduce the sample and dosed samples with gas are 

then adsorbed at different partial pressures to get isotherms. Several isotherms can be noted for 

one sample pointing the difference in isotherms will be a point of calculation to find active metal 

surface area[59]. 

 

5.7. Catalyst synthesis: 

Catalysts with metal loading can be prepared by following the impregnation techniques. The most 

common one is incipient wetness impregnation following drying, calcination, and reduction of the 

prepared catalysts. 

 

5.7.1. Wet impregnation: 

Incipient wet impregnation is one type of impregnation process commonly used for the preparation 

of the catalyst by spraying metal solution on to catalyst support. Dry impregnation is another type 

of the same process. Impregnation in general is depositing catalytically active metals on support 

materials. The solution has metal in an estimated amount to cover up the pores available on a 

catalyst support. An inert gas (N2) is used as a medium to uniformly distribute the solution in 

droplets to cover the surface of support materials. The metal solution can be directly injected by 

the impregnation unit onto support eliminating the usage of big equipment. Mostly precursors 

having chlorides, nitrates, and sulfates are used for solutions[60]. 
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5.7.2. Drying: 

After impregnation of the metal on a catalyst support, a drying process is done to remove water 

from the catalyst prepared. It is normally done in an oven with a supply of air through the oven. 

The temperature range is between 80 - 200oC and can be placed for around 8 hours in the oven. 

The time and temperature of the oven influence the drying process and should be monitored, as it 

can redistribute the metal impregnated on a catalyst support. The heating rate is also important as 

too fast drying can place metals on the outer layer of the support causing precipitation so the 

heating rate should be adjusted at optimum level[60].  

 

5.7.3. Calcination: 

Calcination is usually done at a temperature higher than the process temperature to treat catalyst 

precursors in a controlled oxidizing environment. It removes binders and volatile components from 

precursors and also phase transformation occurs enhancing its ability for active phase and 

enhancing the structural integrity. The calcination process can be adjusted with a heating rate 

(oC/min). The temperature range is between 400 – 600oC for the calcination process and metal 

oxides reduce to active metals[60]. 

 

5.7.4. Reduction: 

Reduction is the process used to treat impregnated catalysts and converts metal precursors into 

metals by removing chlorides or nitrates form the catalysts. Hydrogen is normally used for the 

reduction process and particular catalysts hydrazine and formaldehyde can also be used. The 

reduction process can be done either in the calcination oven or the reactors as well with the 

availability of hydrogen supply. After reduction, the catalysts are left with active metals so 

hydrogen concentration should be monitored and can be passivated by having a small oxidation 

layer over the catalysts[60]. 
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6. Experimental Section: 

The pilot plant consists of reactors, gas filters, and condensers along with a screw feeder. Two 

reactors include a pyrolysis reactor and secondary upgrading reactor. Modification to existing 

sections along with changing completely was done.  

 

6.1. Biomass feeder: 

The biomass feeder consists of two hoppers including a stirrer attached to the first hopper to get 

the biomass agitated continuously and does not let biomass stick to the hopper walls. The second 

hopper is smaller as compared to the first one and it leads the biomass towards the pyrolysis 

reactor. The agitator is a flap type and is attached to mechanical gear. The screws for both the 

hoppers are attached to mechanical gears as well and the speed can be adjusted by the PID 

controller according to the feeding rate required for experiments. The screws are also calibrated 

for the biomass particle size (250-500μm) so that biomass in the pyrolysis gets equal heat transfer 

and the uniform process occurs and no biomass is left unreacted or takes much time to get 

pyrolyzed. Also, nitrogen flow is given at the rate of 10 nL/hr to have constant pressure in the 

feeder to have a constant feeding rate and to avoid back flow from the pyrolysis reactor towards 

the feeder.  

 

The biomass feed rate was also calibrated manually to ensure the mass flow rate as it can be 

different from the set point. It has been noted that for a set point of 20 gm/hr feed rate, the actual 

feed coming out of the feeder was around 18 gm/hr. So, the flow rate was double-checked before 

every experiment. Also, for 40 gm/hr the actual was around 36 gm/hr.  
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6.2. Fluidized bed reactor: 

The fluidized bed reactor is where the pyrolysis reaction takes place for the biomass coming from 

the feeder. Both conventional pyrolysis and hydropyrolysis processes can be done in the reactor 

as the analogy is the same for both processes, depending on the flow of hydrogen being given for 

hydropyrolysis. Hydrogen flow is controlled by the PID controller. The material for the reactor is 

stainless steel (SS310) with a maximum temperature range of 650oC. Also, there are heaters 

Figure 30: Biomass to aviation fuel pilot plant used for experiments. 
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installed around the fluidized bed reactor to heat the reactor, and the position of heaters such that 

there should be no temperature difference along the reactor. Thermocouples have been installed 

inside the reactor to have continuous temperature surveillance and it should keep the temperature 

at a given set point. There is a joint at the top of the reactor that can be opened to add sand or FCC 

inside the reactor. There is also a bed holder placed inside to hold up the fluidized bed and the 

height of the bed holder is adjusted such that the fluidizing medium covers the opening of the line 

coming through the feeder and the gas flow is adjusted to have a fluidized bed. Nitrogen and 

hydrogen flow from the bottom part of the reactor toward the top of the reactor. The sand is also 

screened with particle sizes in a range of 250-500μm. As for this project, spent FCC catalyst was 

also used in the pyrolysis reactor so the bed holder mesh size was adjusted to hold the FCC catalyst 

also because of its fine particle size than sand. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Biomass to aviation fuel pilot plant P&ID. 
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Figure 32: Chilling unit for condenser. 

Figure 33: Biomass screw feeder.  

Figure 34: Pyrolysis reactor connected. Figure 35: Hot gas filter with insulation.  
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Figure 36: Primary condenser. Figure 37: Upgrading reactor. 

Figure 39: Glass condensers. Figure 38: Solvent bottle with sinterer. 
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6.3. Gas filter: 

The filter for the gases to clean up after the pyrolysis process takes place in the pyrolysis reactor 

comes downstream of the reactor where the particulates coming with pyrolysis vapors and or char 

is filtered out before the vapors go to the fixed bed reactor for the upgradation process. The filter 

installed can hold up particles with ≥100μm and passes through clean vapors so that no 

contamination goes towards the upgrading catalyst and the performance of the catalyst for 

upgrading does not affect it. It gives the advantage of removing particulates before reaching 

catalysts so to avoid losing catalytic activity with coke deposition. The gas filter operated around 

350oC. 

 

 

6.4. Fixed bed reactor: 

The second reactor with an upgrading catalyst in it is a fixed bed with a catalyst placed in the 

reactor equal to the height of the reactor to have more contact time for the pyrolysis vapors with 

the catalyst. The reactor is made with stainless steel (SS316) and the diameter of the reactor is 1.66 

cm. The catalysts used for the upgradation are mostly in pellet form and have interstices in between 

pellets which gives good contact with pyrolysis vapors.  

The maximum temperature range for the reactor is 450oC and there are thermocouples (K type) 

installed in the reactor to have continuous monitoring of temperature in the reactor and the set 

point adjusted by PID controller just like in a pyrolysis reactor. The heaters were also installed to 

heat the reactor and to have uniform heating throughout the reactor. There is no external gas flow 

through the reactor and the downstream of the reactor is attached to the condensing unit. 

 

6.5. Condensers: 

The condenser is attached downstream of the fixed bed reactor and is used to condense vapors 

coming from the fixed bed reactor. The condenser is shell and tube type with water being used as 
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coolant. There is also a chilling unit separately with a coolant (ethylene glycol) mixed with water 

which is used as the primary coolant in the condenser to liquify the vapors coming from the reactor. 

The vapors enter from the top of the condenser and a collection unit is attached at the bottom of 

the condenser for liquid holdup. Two additional glass condensers with coolant inside of the glass 

spirals are also used for enhanced condensation of vapors and a solvent bottle is also attached after 

glass condensers to dissolve hydrocarbons in it. There is also a gas line going out to the vent and 

is connected to GC TCD for light hydrocarbons which are not condensable and pass through the 

condenser out to the vent.  

 

6.6. Chilling unit and PD pump: 

There is a chilling unit with ethylene glycol (50%) as a coolant used for the condensing purpose 

and water cannot be used below 4oC. With ethylene glycol, the condensing can be done at -20oC 

but for actual operational conditions, it can be used at -7oC to avoid freezing of water in 

condensers. Also, the PD pump is used to circulate acetone throughout the condenser to clean up 

residual liquid left before running new experiments to avoid contamination. 

 

6.7. Solvent bottle: 

A solvent bottle is also attached after glass condensers to capture and dissolve compounds that are 

not condensed in condensers and can be captured in a liquid solvent. The solvent choice is made 

with its affinity to capture oxygenates and hydrocarbons. For the experimental purpose, GVL is 

being used as a solvent with its ability to dissolve both hydrocarbons and oxygenates as well. 

 

7. Pilot plant working: 

The plant has been used to run experiments to get results about catalyst efficiency to upgrade 

vapors and get desirable product distribution. Some steps should be followed to perform 
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experiments without having any problems and to avoid uncertainty before or after the experiment. 

The experiment parameters just discussed in the section above can be controlled with the help of 

a PID controller and the monitoring for pressure and temperature was done by the data acquisition 

in the software to continuously monitor the pressure and temperature. Also, the temperature 

doesn’t change much from the set point, the pressure however needed to be looked at very carefully 

while running the experiments as it can increase very quickly and can be dangerous if it reaches 

above the safety limit causing leaks of flammable and toxic gases. The temperatures for different 

sections of the plant are given below in Table 6 as thermocouples are installed to provide 

information about it. There is also a safety check that comes into effect, if the pressure inside the 

reactors goes above 1 bar the rig turns off automatically and all gas supplies go off as well. 

 

 

Table 6: Thermocouples position on pilot plant. 

 Thermocouple Thermocouple position Temperature (oC) 

1 TIC02 before fluidizing bed (gas preheat) 500 

2 TIC03 bottom section of fluidizing bed 500 

3 TIC05 middle section of fluidizing bed 500 

4 TIC07 upper section of fluidizing bed 500 

5 TIC09 between fluidizing bed and filter 350 

6 TIC10 gas filter 350 

7 TIC11 between filter and fixed bed 350 

8 TIC12 top section of fixed bed 400 

9 TIC14 middle section of fixed bed 400 

10 TIC16 bottom section of fixed bed 400 

11 TIC19 before condenser 400 
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The temperature range was maintained at given temperatures for experiments and the pressure 

limit is 0.7 bar for experiments. Details about the experimental procedure are explained. 

 

7.1. Experiment procedure: 

As the rig was already in use with experiments performed before, it is important to make sure that 

the rig is clean before staring an experiment to be sure that no traces from previous experiments 

would come in with the new experiment and can alter the results. A detailed experimental 

procedure is given below which has been followed step-wise to perform the experiments. 

 

7.1.1. Rig cleaning: 

Cleaning of the rig includes cleaning of pyrolysis reactor, cleaning of upgrading the reactor, 

cleaning of condenser, and burning the carbon trapped in rig pipes by passing oxygen at elevated 

temperatures. For the condenser, acetone is used to clean it for any sticky compounds left in there. 

The experiment will start with the cleaning of a fluidized bed reactor. The coupling between the 

gas line and fluidized bed reactor, with the help of a spanner, will be opened and collect all 

fluidizing material in a bucket that was used in earlier experiments. Further, reinstall all the 

couplings with a gasket in the system as it was before and make it airtight properly. The seals 

should be placed to have proper fitting for the joint and to have leak proof assembly. 

Opening the coupling between the fluidized bed reactor and the safety release valve line, which is 

above the reactor, fluidizing materials will be added with the help of a funnel. Further, it is again 

connected tightly as it was before. Note that the fluidizing material should be 3 times the size of 

the diameter of the pyrolysis reactor and there is a bed holder at the bottom of the reactor which 

holds the fluidizing medium. 

There is also a need for a catalyst to upgrade the bio vapors which is generated from pyrolysis 

reactions. The upgrading reactor will be opened from the coupling which is connected to the pipe 

from the filter and loosened the fitting from the bottom so it can be turned down and can empty 

the reactor. Further, a catalyst will be added to the reactor till the full volume of the reactor with 
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the help of a funnel. All fittings are connected as they were before and tightened up to avoid 

leakage.  

Cleaning of the bottom part of the condensing unit where bio-oil is collected. With the help of 

acetone, it should be cleaned and reinstalled in the same place as it was before. Cleaning of the 

condenser pipe after upgrading the unit will be done by circulating acetone solution through a 

peristaltic pump and collecting it in a separate bottle. Before circulating acetone solution in the 

pipes, close the valve which is connected to GC lines for gas samples. It should evaporate which 

is left in the pipe after cleaning through the nitrogen supply for a few minutes. 

 

 

7.1.2. Procedure for starting experiment: 

To perform experiments on the rig, an SOP should be followed to complete the experiment and to 

avoid any mistakes while running the experiment. The following steps should be followed: 

 

1. Check for the biomass in the feeder. It should be more than 150 grams. If it is there perform 

PHT (pressure hold up test).  

2. A pressure holdup test has been performed with nitrogen gas for fixed pressure at (0.7 bar) and 

checked for a few minutes which ensures that the system is airtight. If it is fluctuating, check 

for the leakage through flame detector.  

3. Heating of the reactor has been done in the presence of nitrogen. For this, first, open the 

nitrogen valve and close the air valve so nitrogen flows into the system. Click on the (set 

config) on the screen and load ‘heat’ by switching on the manual switch for heating.  

 

4. Heating of the reactors has been performed with air. It also cleans the reactor through the 

combustion of the remaining residue in the reactor and pipeline from the earlier experiment. It 

will take almost 2 hrs.  

5. After 2 hours, close the air valve and open the nitrogen gas valve at 1 liter per hour for 5 

minutes and then slowly open the hydrogen gas valve at 1.5 liter per hour.  
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6. Switch on the chiller in which ethylene glycol solution is used. The set temperature for the 

chiller is 0.5°C.  

7. Before using in a feeder, biomass should be placed on the aluminum foil and heated at 150°C 

for 3 to 4 hours minimum. This will remove most of the excess moisture.  

8. Switch on the feeder at the desired feed rate of beach wood of particle size 250 to 500μm.  

9. The experiment can be run for 4 hours or more in which after every 20 minutes gas will be 

analyzed through GC and bio-oil will be analyzed using GC-MS. 

 

7.2. Bio-oil analysis: 

After the experiment bio-oil was collected from the collection pipe and condensers, and it 

separated into aqueous and organic phases. The separation is based on the difference in density 

and separation in sample vials. Note down the weight of empty vials and then weigh the vials with 

bio-oil. The yield of bio-oil can be calculated by dividing the weight of bio-oil by the weight of 

biomass fed during the experiment. 

 

7.2.1. Karl Fischer titration: 

Karl Fischer titration is used to find the amount of water content in aqueous phase. The steps 

mentioned are required to perform KF titration. 

 

 

1. Do the standardization of the Karl Fisher setup before starting.  

2. Filter the sample using a 20μm filter.  

3. Dilute the aqueous phase of bio-oil 10 to 15 times with pure ethanol.  

4. Take a few ml of filtered sample in a syringe and put it into the titrator of Karl Fisher setup 

and enter the weighed value sample which is put on the titrator.  

5. Press the start button after entering the value of the amount which is entered.  

6. It will tell the percentage of water in the sample you injected.  
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7. Calculate the mass fraction of water in the initial one.  

 

7.2.2. GC analysis: 

GC FID analysis for liquid samples: 

 

1. Collect a clean vial of GC-MS to fill the sample.  

2. Fill the aqueous phase of bio-oil into the GC vial under the fume hood.  

3. Put your sample in the designated position for the GC FID system and start the process by 

selecting the methods for different samples.  

4. Reverify whether the FID temperature reached 250°C.  

5. After 225 minutes, the analyzed sample can be checked for results. 

 

GC TCD/FID online analysis for gases: 

 

1. Press the start button while entering the sample details such as name, date, etc., and set the 

frequencies at which time you want to take a sample. 

2. Tick mark the continuous analysis option so that the equipment continuously analyzes the 

sample after regular intervals.  

3. It is the online detection of gas so it will analyze the pyrolysis vapor every 20 minutes and 

store it. It can detect carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, methane and nitrogen, and 

other light hydrocarbons.  
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7.3. Experiments detail: 

The experiments were performed in a sequence with an analogy to understand the working of the 

pilot plant and the ability of catalysts to upgrade vapors. Several experiments were also completed 

to see the lifetime of catalytic activity of the catalyst. There were also changes made to the rig 

accordingly to get optimum results.  

 

 

Table 7: Experiments details with process conditions. 

Experiment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Fluidized bed 

reactor (oC) 
500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 

Fixed bed 

reactor (oC) 
400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 

Fluidizing 

medium 
Sand FCC FCC FCC Sand FCC FCC FCC 

Catalyst - - TiO2 Ru/TiO2 Ru/TiO2 Ru/TiO2 Ru/TiO2 

Co/TiO2 

+ 

Pt/TiO2 

Hydrogen 

(l/min) 
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Nitrogen 

(l/min) 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Feed rate 

(gm/hr) 
20 20 20 20 20 20 40 40 
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The process conditions are maintained for all experiments and the catalysts were changed to have 

a comparison for the catalytic activity. Hydrogen and nitrogen were also given in specified flow 

for fluidization and the feed rate was also maintained two experiments were performed with an 

increased fee rate to see the effect of less residence time. 

 

 

Figure 40: Biomass to aviation fuel pilot plant without gas filter. 
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7.4. Technical issues faced: 

While running experiments there were technical challenges that have been faced and identified in 

between experiments. The challenges faced during experiments are mentioned: 

 

1. The most common issue that arose during experiments was pressure build-up between fluidizing 

bed and gas filter. There was crystalline waxy material around the walls of the pipe and at the 

top part of the gas filter causing pressure buildup. A mesh rolled up and placed in a pipe adjusted 

for this issue, although it was not a permanent solution, the pressure build-up was reduced and 

experiments were performed for a longer time than before. 

 

2. There was fluctuation observed in the screw feeder while running experiments. The feed rate 

was then double-checked by running feed for one hour and weighted the biomass collected in a 

bucket. There was a difference in actual feed coming out at an actual set point, so the set point 

of 20 gm/hr feed rate was 18 gm/hr in actual.  

 

3. Gas leaks were detected from joints between the fluidizing reactor and gas filter and the top of 

the upgrading reactor with alignment. Mainly the seals were damaged by continuously opening 

of filter for cleaning. The seal was replaced almost every time after cleaning the filter and the 

alignment was adjusted for upgrading the reactor as the thread was also damaged.  

 

4. The gas filter was not covered properly and that caused the temperature difference. The top 

section was covered with a waxy crystalline layer during experiments and this issue was reduced 

by covering the top section of the gas filter which was uncovered before. 

 

5. Nitrogen is supplied to the rig by a central gas supply, and it was noted that during experiments 

there was a fluctuation in gas amount. It was due to a change in pressure from the main supply, 

but it was not a recurring issue. 
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6. The porous sinterer in the solvent bottle got blocked with vapors passing through it and it caused 

pressure to build up in the complete rig causing experiments to stop. This sinterer design was 

changed and a porous blockage was removed from the glass rod to avoid pressure buildup. 

 

7. The cleaning of glass condensers was a big problem, and this was sorted out by modifying the 

bottom of glass condensers having a threaded cap to clean up and remove bio-oil after 

experiments. 

 

8. The bottom of the pyrolysis reactor got a leak after the screw was damaged and it was replaced 

with a new screw, having a packing seal in between screws gave extra support to avoid leaks. 

 

9. A rotary evaporator was used to separate bio-oil from the solvent used to clean condensers. The 

cooling water pipe was broken, and the pipe connected to the suction pump was also broken 

and was changed before using it. 

 

8. Results and discussion: 

The samples analyzed for gases, bio-oil, and modifications made to get more mass yield all are 

discussed in this section. The catalysts used in the upgrading process are also prepared onsite and 

has explained as well. 

 

8.1. Catalysts: 

The catalysts used in experimentation were prepared using metal precursors and titanium dioxide 

(TiO2). Three bimetallic catalysts were prepared to have 0.5 wt.% of metal loading. All metals 

were impregnated on titanium dioxide support using the wet impregnation technique. 
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Titanium dioxide (TiO2) was calcined before impregnation to remove any volatiles and binders 

present in it at 450oC, more than the process temperature. It also helps in ordering the surface for 

catalytic activity.  

Table 8: Titanium dioxide (TiO2) calcination conditions. 

 Temperature (oC) Ramp rate (oC/min) Hold-up time (hr) 

Titanium dioxide 

(TiO2) 
25-450 1.5 4 

 

High-temperature furnace having a max range of 1100oC was for calcination both for pure titanium 

dioxide samples and for catalysts prepared after impregnation. The ramp rate was set to reach the 

desired temperature and held up to maintain the temperature at the set point.  

The precursors used for impregnation are: 

Table 9: Metal precursors used for catalysts impregnation. 

Metal Precursor 

Ru RuCl3.H2O 

Pt PtCl4 

Co Co(NO3)2.6H2O 

 

The solution of the precursor was prepared with the required amount of metal present and 

calculations were made based on the requirement. The calculation is explained in the appendix. 

For the precursor solution, a beaker with a magnetic stirrer was used along with distilled water and 
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placed on the magnetic plate for it to dissolve all of the precursors. For impregnation, a syringe 

pump was used in the presence of N2 to uniformly spread the liquid onto titanium dioxide pellets 

which are 3mm in size.  

The drying of impregnated pellets was done in a drying oven with a temperature set at 80oC and 

placed for 8 hrs. It helped in removing any excess moisture coming from impregnation and drying 

up the catalyst. The same conditions were used for all catalysts prepared and then they were 

calcined in HTF.  

Table 10: Catalysts calcination conditions. 

Catalyst Temperature (oC) Ramp rate (oC/min) Hold up time (hr) 

0.5wt% Ru/TiO2 25-450 2 4 

0.5wt% Pt/TiO2 25-450 2 4 

0.5wt% Co/TiO2 25-450 2 4 

 

Calcining after impregnation removes all the additional compounds apart from the active metal 

like chlorides and nitrates in this case. The reduction was done by upgrading the reactor of the rig 

with hydrogen flowing at 1l/min and the catalysts were reduced for 5hrs before using them for 

experiments. 

Ru/TiO2 was used several times to check the catalytic activity for several experiments and Pt/TiO2 

along with Co/TiO2 were used to have a comparative study of the catalytic activity of the catalysts. 

The experiments details above also show that four experiments were performed without 

regenerating the same catalyst. The details will be discussed in the liquid analysis section. The run 

time for Ru/TiO2 counts for all experiments which are successful and analyzed completely and 

those which are failed as well. 
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The experiments with Ru/TiO2 were performed with sand and FCC as fluidizing medium and the 

runtime for all experiments is given in Table 11: 

Table 11: Experiments performed with Ru/TiO2. 

 Catalysts Runtime (hr.) 

Exp 4 FCC + Ru/TiO2 14 

Exp 5 Sand + Ru/TiO2 12 

Exp 6 FCC + Ru/TiO2 6.5 

Exp 7 FCC + Ru/TiO2 5 

 

A few experiments which were started using the same catalysts failed because of pressure build-

up and freezing in the first condenser pipe, which also accounts for the runtime as exp 6 and exp 

7 were performed after those failed experiments, and the results were generated. All other 

experiments were performed with a single run for other catalysts. 

 

8.2.  Mass balance: 

The experiments performed were analyzed for different products obtained including solid, liquid, 

and gas phase products. With the focus on increasing mass yield for the pilot plant, several changes 

were made for different experiments. The changes made also focused on increasing liquid product 

yield and capturing as maximum as possible. Solid products have char and coke, and liquid product 

includes aqueous and organic phases. There is also unknown mass which was not quantified and 

thus the overall mass yield includes all products.  
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Table 12 explains the working conditions for experiments and changes made for the experiments. 

Changes made to condensing section, gas filter, and chilling unit are all accounted for in the 

experiments.  

Table 12: Rig arrangement for experiments. 

 Rig arrangement Purpose 

Experiment 1 
performed with sand without upgrading 

catalyst. 

to generate results for 

comparison 

Experiment 2 
performed with FCC without upgrading 

catalyst. 

to get results for comparison 

with sand 

Experiment 3 
with FCC and TiO2 and two glass 

condensers 

to see the effect of TiO2 on 

bio-oil 

Experiment 4 with FCC and Ru/TiO2 
to see the effect of Ru/TiO2 

on bio-oil 

Experiment 5 with sand and Ru/TiO2 

to examine the difference 

between sand and FCC with 

Ru/TiO2 

Experiment 6 with FCC and Ru/TiO2 
to examine the catalytic 

activity of Ru/TiO2 

Experiment 7 with FCC and Ru/TiO2 
to examine the catalytic 

activity of Ru/TiO2 

Experiment 8 with FCC and Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2 
to examine the comparison 

with Ru/TiO2 

 

 

Sand and FCC were used as a fluidizing medium in pyrolysis reactors and all other catalysts 

mentioned were used ex-situ in upgrading the reactor. There was a significant addition of mass 
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yield after adding a glass condenser. The chilling unit was also used at a lower temperature around 

-7oC for condensation.  

 

 

It can be seen that there has been an increase in identified mass, that is because of the addition of 

additional condensers. The uncaptured mass went down from 31% to 11% from experiment 1 to 

experiment 5. The highest mass yield was obtained with Ru/TiO2 + sand and then Ru/TiO2 + FCC 

has almost the same mass yield obtained. The lowest was for experiment 1 (sand only). All other 

experiments have mass yields between 75% to 85% which are reasonable amounts identified. The 

tubing for the coolant was also covered up with insulation pipe to avoid heat transfer before the 

coolant enters the condensers. 

The identified mass was further analyzed in different phases primarily gas, solid, and liquid 

samples. Although all phases can be further analyzed for desired parameters depending upon the 
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requirement. Liquid samples were analyzed and will be discussed in the liquid analysis section. 

Figure 42 gives us detailed information about the different phases obtained in products. 

 

 

 

All experiments were performed in a systematic sequence to have a comparative study, sand and 

FCC were used without any upgrading catalysts therefore there is no coke for those experiments. 

Char is collected from a pyrolysis reactor, and it is in the range of 13-20%. Char from exp 3 with 

pure TiO2 is very high at 33%, it can be noted that the heating rate would be a cause for high char 

value. All other experiments have char in the normal range for fast pyrolysis as discussed in section 

3.1.4. It is also understandable as the process conditions were the same for all experiments and the 

difference in char would be by heat transfer, also temperature variation and pressure buildup in the 

pyrolysis reactor would increase the char production. Coke is also different for pure titanium 

dioxide and metal-impregnated catalysts. Pure titanium dioxide has a high tendency to have more 

coke and the addition of metals to titanium dioxide can reduce coking on the catalyst due to 

changes in surface properties and chemical reactions[49]. Pure titanium dioxide has coke around 
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3.2% which is highest than others. Ru/TiO2 has coke from 0.5-2.3%, also 2.3% occurred as the gas 

filter was removed before the experiment and there was no blockage to remove particulates going 

to the catalyst. Similarly, 2.7% coke for Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2 is also high as the gas filter was 

removed. Normally with metal supported titanium dioxide catalysts have around 1-2% coke. Char 

was weighed by the difference in mass of fluidizing medium before and after the experiment and 

coke is also weighed by weighing the catalysts before and after the experiment. Solid products, 

both char, and coke can be analyzed using techniques like elemental analysis, and 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to identify the nature of the product. There is also secondary 

char formed during the process with secondary reactions occurring and that can also be analyzed. 

So, TiO2 has a greater tendency than metal-supported catalysts to produce solids.  

The gases produced are also noted for different catalysts used. It can be noted that Ru/TiO2 has the 

highest gas yield around 35% with FCC and with sand it is around 34.6%, both are relatively close 

and higher than the rest. Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2 has a 28.5% gas yield following pure TiO2 having 24%. 

It can be stated that ruthenium has more capability to produce gases than other catalysts used. 

Ru/TiO2 was used for several experiments so it can be disregarded the difference in gas yield in 

experiment 6. 

Bio-oil samples collected from all condensers and mass collected from GVL also accounted for 

mass yield. Typically, bio-oil has two distinct phases, aqueous and organic phase. The organic 

phase is also called heavy oil as it has higher carbon compounds (C6-C15). The aqueous phase is 

typically 90% water and all samples collected were clear white KF titration was also done for the 

samples giving information about the water content present in the samples which will be discussed 

in the liquid analysis section. The aqueous phase has chemical species like acids, and alcohols, 

along with phenols and a small amount of ketones. All these compounds are in the range of C1-C6.  

The organic phase includes heavy oil collected after the separation of phases in catalytic upgraded 

samples. For experiments 1 and 2, there was no phase separation and single-phase oil was 

collected. It can be noted that for experiments 1 and 2, bio-oil yield was more than in other 

experiments and gas yield was less than in other experiments. The reason is as oxygen is still 

present in bio-oil and it was not separated from bio-oil, so the amount of bio-oil was more. The 

selectivity based on bio-oil yield is Sand > FCC > (Sand +Ru/TiO2) > (FCC + Ru/TiO2) > (FCC + 
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Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2). It can be noted that experiment 8 was performed with a dual bed having 50% 

Co/TiO2 and 50 % Pt/TiO2. The addition of condensers and solvent increased the overall mass 

yield from 65% to 89% which is a considerable increase, although pressure buildup was also 

considered for experiments runtime. It is observed that the more runtime for the experiment the 

more amount of heavy oil obtained after experiments and removing the gas filter stabilized the 

pressure buildup, the catalysts were prone to coking quickly. GVL was attached after condensers 

and before the gases go to the gas sample, the color change was significant for all experiments 

which can be due to uncondensed vapors passing through GVL and the mass obtained also is 

evident. The mass yield obtained from GVL is from 0.5-3.3%.  

The uncaptured mass can be due to loss in between the reactors and pipes, condensation in pipes, 

and vapors passing through condensers without condensed can all be accounted for bio-oil, as the 

bio-oil yield is in a range around 34% and uncaptured mass added to this amount will make up 

bio-oil around 50% which would be equal to amount from literature. 
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8.3. Gas Analysis: 

Gas samples were analyzed for experiments using on-site GC FID/TCD. The samples were 

injected after every 20 minutes, and the equipment was preset accordingly. Vapors pass through 

condensers and solvent enters the gas line which connects to GC for gas analysis and then it goes 

out. Primarily the gases include CO, CO2, CH4, and C2-C6. Ethane and ethene are both accounted 

for in C2, propane, and propene in C3. 

 

 

 

CO and CO2 are the main constituents of gases along with methane. Also, changing catalysts 

mainly affect these two gases and a slight difference has been observed for light hydrocarbon 

gases. It can be seen for experiments 1 and 2, CO, CO2, CH4, C2, and C3 gases are considerably 

lower than other experiments. It is as if there is oxygen remaining in bio-oil and no catalyzed 
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reactions promoted the formation of CO and CO2. There is a sharp increase in catalyzed 

experiments with additional reactions that takes place as discussed in section 4.1. Those reactions 

include decarboxylation, and decarbonylation, along with water gas shift (WGS) reactions which 

promote CO, CO2, and CH4. This is evident from Figure 43 that using upgrading catalysts 

promotes methane formation along with CO and CO2. C5 is high for experiment 2 with FCC, it 

can be said that FCC promotes cracking reactions of higher carbon chains and releases lower 

hydrocarbon gases which are noted[54].  

For catalyzed experiments, the highest gas yields were obtained for (FCC + Ru/TiO2) > (Sand + 

Ru/TiO2) > (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) > (FCC + TiO2). As hydrogen is supplied for experiments, 

hydrogenation along with cracking reactions and FCC as itself a zeolite has a high tendency to 

promote CO and CO2. Methane formation by methylated compounds having oxygen gives water 

as a byproduct[19]. It is also considerable to note that the line connecting GC for samples was 

shortened and it also increased the gas amounts by reducing residence time in line.  

Acids and alcohols and aldehydes upon breaking give away CO and CO2 also increases C2-C3. As 

these species are not detected in heavy oil, it is noted that all these species are converted to gases 

and higher chain compounds. Acetic acid is detected in a considerable amount, and it goes in 

different paths generating different species which are converted into species that also help in 

continuing reactions. Hossein et. al and Haijun et. al. studied pathways for acetic acid as given in 

Figure 44[61]. 
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Acetic acid upon hydrogenation and deoxygenation makes intermediates which are also found in 

liquid analysis. Intermediates like ethanol give away methane and ethane. It also undergoes 

decarboxylation and decarbonylation to form CO and CO2[61] [62]. It is the common reaction 

mechanism followed in all experiments to have CO and CO2 as the most prevalent gases and lighter 

hydrocarbons are produced by intermediate reactions that occur during the breaking of biomass. 

Ethane is highest for (FCC + Ru/TiO2) > (Sand + Ru/TiO2) > (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) > (FCC 

+ TiO2). TiO2 also has high hydrogenation ability and thus has a considerable amount of ethane 

and propane. It can be noted that water is released in each intermediate reaction to produce gases 

and thus it is also prevalent to have high methane as well.  

Figure 44: Acetic acid decomposition to form different products [61]. 
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Ketonization and aldol reactions are also significant in catalyzed reactions and oxygenate and 

acetone are the main products formed with these reactions. Acetone comes from acetic acid which 

is formed by the decomposition of hemicellulose. From Figure 43, it can be noted that CO2 is 

highest for (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) and (Sand + Ru/TiO2) denoting that the ketonization ability 

of these catalysts is prominent. CO is highest for (FCC + Ru/TiO2) which indicates that CO2 is 

reduced to CO over metal catalysts. The reduction can be by oxygen transfer reactions on the metal 

oxide's surface when CO2 contacts the catalyst's surface.  

Propane is highest for (FCC + TiO2) > (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) > (Sand + Ru/TiO2) > (FCC + 

Ru/TiO2). Propanoic acid is also detected in all samples along with its derivatives and it goes to 

propane in gases along with the release of water that would make up the aqueous phase in bio-oil 

collected from experiments. Titanium dioxide has high hydrogenation ability and with FCC it can 

have a strong influence on producing large amounts of water along with gases[63].  

 

 

 

Hydrogenation and deoxygenation are prominent in the conversion of propanoic acid. Intermediate 

compounds including acetone are also formed and are detected in all heavy oil samples. Acetone 

formation also follows the same pathway and water also removed in all intermediate steps 

increases its amount also in liquid samples.  

Decarboxylation is the preferred reaction scheme as it is desired to have more CO2 than CO in the 

gas phase, removing more oxygen at the expense of carbon, so (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) has a 

Figure 45: Formation of propane by propanoic acid [63]. 
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high tendency to have more decarboxylation reactions than decarbonylation. All other catalysts 

contain CO more than CO2. FCC also influences methane formation and Ru/TiO2 has more 

methane and shows its ability to continue reactions and give off water.  

 

8.4. Liquid Analysis: 

Bio-oil samples were collected after experiments from the main collection pipe and glass 

condensers attached to the rig. The samples were primarily two distinct phases as mentioned 

before, an aqueous phase which is clear like water, and an organic phase which is oil having all 

the chemical species. Liquid samples were analyzed using GC-MS for the retention time of 

chemical compounds, and then GC FID was used to match and identify the peak areas using data 

from GC-MS. Almost 110 compounds have been detected in the heavy phase including different 

classes. The aqueous phase was also analyzed for water content with KF titration and is discussed 

below, around 90% is water and it was difficult to analyze the samples with less chemical species. 

The matching was done by matching peaks retention time and physical shapes also to avoid errors. 

The figure shows different functional groups identified in heavy oil samples. The distribution was 

based on weight fraction for all functional groups and all species combined in the same functional 

groups.  
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For all experiments, phenolic compounds were the main constituent of the oil phase, along with 

ketones and cyclo-oxygenates. Aromatic hydrocarbons were also detected in a considerable range 

for all catalyzed experiments and small amounts of furans were also detected for all experiments 

with more amounts for un-catalyzed experiments[64]. Other functional groups including acids, 

alcohols, and sugar were detected for experiments 1 and 2.  

Experiments 1 and 2 can be compared first as no upgrading catalyst was used in those experiments. 

Hydrogen and nitrogen are supplied at 80:20%. Phenolics are most prominent in both experiments 

with acids and then ketones. All those functional groups apart from phenolics come from the 

decomposition of cellulose and hemicellulose whereas phenolics come from the decomposition of 

lignin[64]. Also, there’s a slight difference in weight fraction in each category and it can be noticed 

that phenolics and furans were increased for experiments with FCC. Similar trends were observed 

in previous studies and the decrease in phenolics compounds can have a positive impact on the 

stability of bio-oil as a degree of polymerization reduces with reduction in those compounds. 
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Ketones were also reduced for FCC experiments and aldehydes and alcohols increased showing 

its degree of ketonization was less as cracking reactions took place with FCC. Sugar compounds 

also decreased for FCC as the cracking reactions breaks larger carbon chains and furans and other 

species increased for it. 

Cyclo-oxygenates are highest for (FCC + TiO2) as compared to all other compounds. It can be 

noted that using pure titanium dioxide has hydrogenation activity as high as metal catalysts. 

Phenolics were considerably less than other catalysts showing the conversion of acids, alcohols, 

and other functional groups into cyclo-oxygenates. From Figure 46, it can be seen that functional 

groups detected in catalyzed experiments are phenolics, hydrocarbons, cyclo-oxygenates, ketones, 

and a small number of furans. Cyclo-oxygenates detected in all experiments are primarily ketones 

which shows the ability of metal oxides to undergo a ketonization reaction pathway to convert 

lighter molecules to couples and form large species. Although, cyclo-oxygenates are classified 

separately as HDO pathways can be easily adapted for them. (FCC + TiO2) > (Sand+ Ru/TiO2) > 

(FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2).  

 Ketonization and aldol reaction mechanisms are predominantly active in the pyrolysis process, 

particularly with metal-based catalysts on metal oxide supports[65]. It also affects gas formation 

as discussed in section 8.3. The functional groups like acids, alcohols, and aldehydes were all 

detected in experiments 1 and 2 showing that smaller chain species are still present and can be 

converted to longer chain compounds. In a metal-catalyzed reaction, all those species were 

converted into other species primarily ketones and hydrocarbons along with phenols showing their 

ability to undergo this pathway. Ketones formed during ketonization reactions serve as an 

intermediate for aldol condensation reactions which combines smaller chain compounds to form 

larger chain compounds[66]. Shaolong et. al. studied the ketonization and aldol mechanism on 

compounds found in pyrolysis crude oil[52]. Figure 47 explains the study of model compounds 

which serves as the basis for reaction pathways. Hydroxyacetone, a prevalent constituent of crude 

pyrolysis oil undergoes ketonization and aldol reactions with metal catalysts. It also converts into 

furans under cyclic reactions. Acetone, which is a common ketonization product continues to form 

mesityl oxide by reaction with other carbonyls present and continues reaction till closed rings 

forms[52].  
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Ketones were detected highest for experiment 1 with sand and then (FCC + Ru/TiO2). It is 

considerable that (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) has fewer phenolics and more cyclo-oxygenates 

along with ketones, as discussed, that cyclo-oxygenates are also ketones with closed rings so 

including all cyclo-oxygenates and ketones, (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) has higher ketonization 

activity. Also (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) was performed with a higher feed rate and having less 

residence time has stronger ketonization activity than experiments with less feed rate.  

Phenolic compounds are the most abundant functional group detected in catalyzed 

experiments[64]. Additional reaction pathways that take place with catalysts lead to the formation 

of phenolic compounds. Mostly alkylated phenolics were detected in a large amount for all 

catalysts. Phenol, phenol,2-methyl, and phenol,3-methyl were detected in all samples in 

Figure 47: Ketonization and aldol condensation reactions mechanism for hydroxyacetone [52]. 
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considerable amounts along with other methyl and ethyl phenols. Phenolics come from the lignin 

decomposition of biomass and have closed rings, guaiacol a typical constituent of pyrolysis oil 

produces different compounds in the catalytic pyrolysis process. It has not been detected in any 

samples and other phenols were founds in the analysis showing they decomposed and reacted 

completely. Having closed rings, phenols convert directly to aromatics having demethylation and 

deoxygenation reactions.  

 

Figure 48: Guaiacol decomposition to aromatics and gases [52]. 

 

Methane and ethane are also removed during the breakage of the guaiacol molecule, and the 

formation of phenol can be seen clearly. Side reactions forming alkylated phenols also take place. 

Removal of methyl group increases gas phase products as it ends up increasing gas yield.[67] And 

aromatics also increased for catalyzed reactions showing a reduction in phenols and going to form 

aromatics with alkylation. There are also some methyl-ethyl phenols detected showing the 
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reactions combined with two alkylation reactions. (FCC + Ru/TiO2) > (Sand + Ru/TiO2) > (FCC 

+ Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2). (FCC + TiO2) has considerably fewer phenolics than other catalyzed 

experiments and a lot of cyclo-oxygenates were identified for it showing the domination of 

ketonization reactions for it. 

Aromatic compounds were found more for (FCC + Ru/TiO2) > (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) > (FCC 

+ TiO2) > (Sand + Ru/TiO2). The last two experiments were performed with double feed rate as 

other experiments it is noted that having less residence time and more feed rate increases aromatics 

in bio-oil. Also, FCC aiding in aromatization reactions as (Sand + Ru/TiO2) has less aromatics 

than other catalyzed reactions showing the additional effect of having FCC as fluidizing medium. 

As discussed earlier, phenols convert to aromatics directly, the conversion was dependent on the 

reaction's mechanism having side reactions forming different products which do not increase 

aromatics but changes bonds formation. HDO reactions with the direct deoxygenation (DDO) 

pathway give aromatics with the release of water[68].  

For all experiments, carbon number analysis was completed to see carbon distribution and 

functional groups distribution along with carbon distribution. Figure 49 gives carbon distribution 

based on carbon moles fractions for species identified in the analysis.  
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Sand and FCC experiments have carbon distribution more in the C1-C8 range. The presence of 

smaller chain species was present without any upgrading of bio-oil. It can be estimated that the 

compounds can be coupled using metal catalysts and upgraded to have more stable bio-oil in a 

desired carbon length. C-C coupling reactions were taken place with catalyzed experiments as can 

be seen in Figure 49. As discussed before, the smaller chain species primarily include acids, 

alcohols, aldehydes, and cyclo-oxygenates which then be converted to either phenols, ketones, and 

aromatics with metal catalysts. The physical change was also observed for bio-oil samples by 

observing color change, or viscosity variation having nice flowability. The most prevalent 

compounds detected with catalyzed experiments were in the range of C6-C12. Smaller compounds 

were coupled to form larger chain compounds and more compounds were detected in C6-C9 which 

are phenolics. Phenolics having alkylated groups are distributed in this range. There are 

compounds detected in the C12-C15 range primarily having hydrocarbons. C11 does not have 

hydrocarbons and phenolics were identified for it. Demethylation reactions should be taken place 
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Figure 49: Carbon number analysis for bio-oil samples based on carbon moles. 
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to remove that phenol group that can give aromatics. (FCC + TiO2) has more C9 and C12 and all are 

cyclo-oxygenates which shows its ketonization and C-C coupling ability and ketonization 

reactions.  

Functional groups were identified based on carbon number. Ru/TiO2 was used for multiple 

experiments to check the catalytic activity for several runs. After running four experiments having 

almost 50 hours of runtime, the activity of the catalyst was reduced from the first run to the fourth 

run. 
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Figure 50: Functional groups based on carbon number for experiment 1. 
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Figure 51: Functional groups based on carbon number for experiment 2. 

Figure 52: Functional groups based on carbon number for experiment 3. 
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Figure 53: Functional groups based on carbon number for experiment 4. 

Figure 54: Functional groups based on carbon number for experiment 5. 
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Figure 55: Functional groups based on carbon number for experiment 6. 

Figure 56: Functional groups based on carbon number for experiment 7. 
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It can be seen clearly that catalyzed experiments have shifted the carbon lengths towards higher 

carbon numbers with C-C coupling effects and different functional groups are also identified for 

each carbon number to see how the reactions going on. Ru/TiO2 was used for multiple experiments, 

it can be seen that the compounds with higher carbon length were reduced and the bars were shifted 

towards the left in the plot showing that after multiple runs the activity of the catalyst was reduced. 

Coking on the catalyst was also noted which is a major reason for the activity loss as it reduces the 

pyrolysis vapor's contact with active metal on the catalyst causing limited reactions to occur. It is 

interesting to note that in the second run, the ketones were increased along with cyclo-oxygenates 

which can show an increased degree of ketonization. Phenolics along with aromatics decreased. 

The increase in cyclo-oxygenates also shows closed-ring ketones formation.  
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Figure 57: Functional groups based on carbon number for experiment 8. 
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An overall comparison for Ru/TiO2 is shown in Figure 58. The experiments performed with (FCC 

+ Ru/TiO2) were compared to having the same process conditions. C9-C12 compounds were high 

in the first run as can be seen showing the high C-C coupling ability of fresh catalyst. In the other 

two runs, C9-C12 were reduced considerably, and smaller chain compounds were detected which 

can show the loss of activity. The increase in C13 and C14 for a third run can be estimated as it has 

a double mass feed rate than the second run giving less residence time to start secondary reactions 

reducing higher phenolics. It can be estimated that after more runs the curves will move towards 

the extreme left and there will be smaller chain compounds as it is identified in experiments 1 and 

2 showing that the catalytic activity is completely lost. 

The elemental analysis for carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen which are common constituents of 

chemical species identified during analysis were compared for experiments with catalysts and 

without catalysts. It is advantageous to have results analyzed with the same setup to have a more 
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Figure 58: Carbon number analysis for FCC + Ru/TiO2. 
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clear idea about the working of the catalysts and their ability to deoxygenation and hydrogen 

generation is also observed for catalyzed experiments. 

 

 

Without any upgrading catalysts, the experiment with just sand and FCC shows oxygen content 

around 36 and 34% respectively. A 2% decrease in oxygen percentage shows the activity for FCC 

taking place and the removal of oxygen occurred. The oxygen content dropped significantly from 

uncatalyzed to catalyzed experiments. The lowest oxygen content was for (FCC + TiO2) around 

9.8% which is way less than 36%. The highest oxygen content was for (Sand + Ru/ TiO2) around 

14%. All other catalysts have oxygen content in the range of 10-13%. Ru/TiO2 reduced oxygen 

content after several runs showing its activity was still present in deoxygenation. Typically, 

conventional fuels have < 0.05% oxygen content, the inhouse catalysts needed to be tuned to 

achieve that target but it is important to say that they still reduced oxygen content considerably. 

2% difference between (Sand + Ru/ TiO2) and (FCC + Ru/ TiO2) showing that FCC aiding in 

reducing oxygen content.  
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Figure 59: Elemental analysis for bio-oil samples collected. 
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The hydrogen content was the least for experiment 1 with sand and highest for (FCC + TiO2). It is 

observed that with catalyzed experiments hydrogen was increased by around 2%. Hydrogen was 

supplied for all experiments so it can be estimated that hydrogen was also formed during 

experiments and it increased the overall yield showing their hydrogenation ability.  

Carbon content is the main constituent for conventional fuels and it makes the major part of fuels. 

(FCC + TiO2) increased carbon by 80% from 56% which is identified with sand. It is primarily 

because of the removal of oxygen from bio-oil and increases the carbon yield. It should be noted 

that 56% is also high for experiment 1 as previous studies found carbon yield around 40% for 

biomass pyrolysis. The carbon content can be different for different types of biomass. All catalyzed 

experiments have increased carbon yield by around 80% with (Sand + Ru/ TiO2) having less 

carbon yield in comparison to FCC catalysts. From section 4.6, the carbon content in diesel fuel is 

around 85% which is still more than what is achieved in these experiments. By having more 

deoxygenation activity, reducing oxygen can lead to fuel range and a more clear overview is 

explained with the help of van Krevelen diagram. Also, carbon content has a direct impact on the 

heating value of fuels so increased carbon content increases the heating value of fuels also.   
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Figure 60: HHV comparison for bio-oil samples and diesel fuel. 
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Higher heating value (HHV) is estimated to be in direct relation with the carbon composition of 

the oil and inverse relation to oxygen content. Having more oxygen content reduces the HHV for 

the fuels. (FCC + TiO2) has more HHV than other samples analyzed with more carbon content in 

the bio-oil. Sand and FCC oil samples have significantly less HHV as can be estimated from an 

elemental analysis that both these samples have around 40% oxygen content as compared to 10% 

for catalyzed oil samples. The composition of oil is primarily phenolics and removing oxygen 

content from phenolics at atmospheric pressure with HDO reactions is a bit challenging. The 

atmospheric pyrolysis process has a good influence on C-C coupling reactions and the influence 

of deoxygenation for phenolics was hard to achieve at atmospheric pressure. There is still a 

difference in HHV between diesel fuel and oil samples obtained from experiments noting the 

difference in composition for carbon and oxygen primarily. Metal oxides have shown great ability 

in reducing oxygen content from oil samples and different noble metals have already shown good 

influence in the formation of aromatics. It is all about finding the right metal loading to optimize 

carbon yield and oxygen removal. 
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van Krevelen's diagram in Figure 61 shows a more suitable overview of the elemental analysis 

done for bio-oil samples obtained from experiments. The fractions are based on moles for the 

species. Sand and FCC oil samples have higher H/C ratios and more O/C ratios than catalyzed oil 

samples. FCC oil sample has more H/C ratio than sand giving away hydrogen production during 

an experiment. Catalyzed experiments have a very close range of H/C ratio with considerably less 

O/C ratio than uncatalyzed samples, showing that catalysts worked for deoxygenation and 

hydrogenation as well. There is still some difference between diesel fuel range and bio-oil samples 

obtained from experiments so having a strong deoxygenation effect of the catalysts will reduce the 

oxygen content and increases the carbon content in bio-oil and eventually HHV will also improve 

for bio-oil. 

Aqueous phase samples were analyzed for water content as samples were all clear like water. KF 

titration was done for the analysis and the theory for it is explained in section 5.2 and the procedure 

to analyze samples was explained in section 7.2.1. Table 13 shows that all samples analyzed have 

all more than 90% water in them.  

Table 13: RI water content for aqueous phase samples 

No. Water content (%) 

Experiment 3 94 

Experiment4 91 

Experiment 5 93 

Experiment 6 92 

Experiment 7 89 

Experiment 8 93 
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9. Conclusion: 

Experiments were performed on pilot plant with catalysts prepared using metal oxide supports. 

Sand and FCC were used as a fluidizing medium. Titanium dioxide was used as catalyst support 

for catalysts and pure calcined titanium dioxide was also used to experiment. Physical changes 

were made to the condensation section, additional condensers were attached to improve the 

condensation of vapors passing through the primary condenser. The mass yield was increased 

considerably from 70% to around 90% with bio-oil yield increased from 23 to 34%. The increase 

in overall mass yield is considerable as documented in the literature for pilot-scale rig at 

atmospheric pressure. An overall mass yield comparison giving higher to lower mass yield is (Sand 

+ Ru/TiO2) > (FCC + Ru/TiO2) > (FCC + TiO2) > (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) > FCC > Sand. 

All experiments performed with additional condensers have a stable bio-oil mass yield of around 

32% which can be improved more with condensation adjustments. The gradual increase in overall 

mass yield is because additional condensers were attached to the rig after two experiments and 

also the coolant temperature was reduced to -14oC from -7oC. The gas filter upstream of the 

upgrading reactor was removed to avoid pressure buildup and a mesh was placed in the pipe 

connecting two reactors to avoid coking of catalysts by stopping particles passing to the catalysts.  

Gases formed during experiments primarily CO, CO2, CH4, and lower non-condensable 

hydrocarbons from C2-C6. (FCC + Ru/TiO2) > (Sand + Ru/TiO2) > (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) > 

(FCC + TiO2) > FCC > Sand. CO and CO2 were formed by carbonylation and carboxylation 

reactions. CO formation is not desired as the removal of oxygen was less than CO2. Among all 

experiments performed, (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) has more CO2 in the gas phase than CO 

indicating strong ketonization ability as CO2 is released during ketonization reactions. C4-C6 

hydrocarbons. were very less compared to C2 and C3 as these two gases were formed as byproducts 

as well with smaller carbonyls reacting to form larger chain species. 

Liquid samples were collected from the primary collection pipe and additional glass condensers 

were attached to the rig. The first two experiments without upgrading catalysts gave a mixed-phase 

oil sample, other samples which were obtained by having catalysts had two distinct separate 

phases. Aqueous phase samples were analyzed for water content and oil samples were analyzed 
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for functional groups present and carbon chain analysis. (FCC + Co/TiO2 + Pt/TiO2) has higher 

ketones yield following (FCC + Ru/TiO2) showing their ability to undergo ketonization reactions. 

Aldol condensation reactions also took place simultaneously with ketonization and all smaller 

carbonyls were completely reacted to form longer chain species. Formation of aromatics also 

shows aromatization occurred and HDO ability was not prominent to convert phenolics into 

aromatics. 

HHV estimations were also made for all samples along with H/C and O/C ratios showing the 

advantage of using catalysts to upgrade crude bio-oil. Oxygen content decreased sharply from 40% 

to 10% and carbon yield increased from 55% to 80% which is good in terms of catalytic activity. 

Improvements can be made to improve the quality of bio-oil by reducing oxygen and increasing 

carbon content in bio-oil. 

 

10. Future work: 

The experiments were performed with modifications to the existing arrangement and changes 

made to achieve a higher overall mass yield. The gas filter was removed and the pipe connecting 

the two reactors can also be used as a mini-tube reactor, an upgrading catalyst can be filled up 

inside the tube and holders can be placed on both sides. Catalysts tested for upgrading purposes 

and produced good analysis results. For different catalysts different libraries were made for 

analysis purposes, it will save a lot of time if one library can be made for all catalysts. Catalysts 

used had 0.5wt% of metal loading on titanium dioxide support, different metal loading can also be 

tested to generate results and compare them with already analyzed catalysts. The maximum 

capacity for a chilling unit is -20oC which can improve the condensation of vapors. As there was 

freezing occurred during experiments at -14oC as a lot of water was produced during experiments, 

cooling water above 0oC should be used for the primary condenser, and additional condensers -

20oC can be set for the chilling unit to condense more vapors increasing mass yield. Non-catalytic 

experiments should be performed with every new process condition at the same rig to have 

accurate comparison instead of using data from literature and sold products can also be analyzed 

using TGA to get information about the composition of coke and char.  
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Appendix: 

Gas phase calculations: 

The table below shows the wt.% of gases analyzed by GC TCD for all experiments. The peak area 

recorded from GC TCD/FID is used to get the individual mass flow of each gas. The calculation 

for FID analysis based on CH4 and N2 was used as a reference for other component calculations. 

An analogy to calculate the flow rate is given below: 

 

nC5 =  
nCH4

× Apentane 

ACH4
× 5

 

 

The molar flow is then converted to the mass flow rate: 

 

mC5 =  nC5 × MC5 

 

And the mass is calculated by dividing the mass flow rate by time interval: 

 

mass =   
mC5 

time
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 Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4 

CO 7.67% 9.02% 10.68% 11.28% 

CO2 7.17% 5.49% 7.74% 10.19% 

CH4 1.57% 1.85% 2.04% 2.57% 

C2 0.28% 0.42% 0.84% 1.08% 

C3 0.38% 0.53% 1.74% 1.73% 

C4 0.49% 0.68% 0.54% 0.59% 

C5 0.33% 1.92% 0.51% 0.81% 

C6 0.14% 0.29% 0.30% 0.59% 

 

 

 Experiment 5 Experiment 6 Experiment 7 Experiment 8 

CO 13.57% 10.46% 18.36% 8.41% 

CO2 12.33% 6.94% 8.41% 12.88% 

CH4 3.55% 2.11% 3.91% 2.42% 

C2 1.36% 0.86% 1.82% 1.10% 

C3 1.23% 0.69% 1.14% 1.68% 

C4 0.69% 0.62% 0.74% 0.65% 

C5 1.26% 0.68% 0.59% 0.78% 

C6 0.66% 0.28% 0.28% 0.66% 
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Liquid phase calculations: 

The table below shows the selectivity (wt %) of the compounds analyzed in the aqueous phase of 

bio-oil. The peak area for DCM from GC FID was used as a reference to find the chemical area 

for all compounds and is given by: 

 

yChemical area =  
yFID area  

DCM area
  

 

where y is a chemical compound. 

 

The weight of compounds is calculated as: 

 

wty = RRF × yChemical area × wtDCM    

 

where RRF is the response factor. 

 

The weight fraction is: 

wtfr =  
wty  

total wt
  

 

Actual weight is calculated by: 

 

Actual weight =  wtfr ×  wtdry oil  
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 Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4 

Aromatic 

Hydrocarbon 
0.02 0.01 0.12 0.09 

Aliphatic 

Hydrocarbon 
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 

Phenolics 0.29 0.24 0.41 0.82 

Cyclo 

oxygenates 
0.09 0.09 0.38 0.05 

Aliphatic 

ketones 
0.19 0.13 0.05 0.03 

Aliphatic acids 0.20 0.22 0.00 0.00 

Aliphatic 

alcohols 
0.05 0.07 0.00 0.00 

Aliphatic 

aldehydes 
0.05 0.08 0.00 0.00 

Furan derivative 0.07 0.11 0.03 0.00 

Sugar 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 
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 Experiment 5 Experiment 6 Experiment 7 Experiment 8 

Aromatic 

Hydrocarbon 
0.06 0.08 0.15 0.15 

Aliphatic 

Hydrocarbon 
0.01 0.04 0.01 0.00 

Phenolics 0.73 0.62 0.70 0.63 

Cyclo 

oxygenates 
0.13 0.07 0.04 0.11 

Aliphatic 

ketones 
0.06 0.18 0.10 0.10 

Aliphatic acids 

 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Aliphatic 

alcohols 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Aliphatic 

aldehydes 
0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Furan derivative 

 
0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 

Sugar 

 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 

 

The water content for experiment 3 sample from KF titration is calculated: 

 

RI content = 2.66378% 
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The dilution factor is calculated as: 

 

Dilution factor =
22.9325

0.642
  

 

Water content is:  

 

water content (%) = RI content × dilution factor 

 

water content (%) = 94.3% 

 

Higher heating value is calculated using the equation: 

 

HHV =  0.3491 ×  C +  1.1783 ×  H +  0.1034 ×  O 
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GC chromatograms: 

Gas sample chromatograms: 
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Liquid sample chromatograms: 
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Data excel files: 
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Risk Assessment: 
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